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Alternative science
class offered

Softballers sweep Kent,
fall to Western
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THE J3CL NEWS

Tuesday, April 9,1985

Vol. 67 Issue 106

University coed raped, robbed
by Ellen Zlmmerll
staff reporter

A University coed was raped and
robbed Saturday at 8:20 p.m. on the
north aide of the Business Administration building after she had been struck
on the head and dragged behind the
building.
The female had been walking alone
on the south side of the building toward
Memorial Hall on her way to her
boyfriend's dorm, according to Dean
Gerkens, associate director Public
Safety/Police.

When she was in the area between
the BA building and Memorial Hall,
she was hit from behind, knocked to
the ground and dragged back to the
north side of the building. There, she
was raped and robbed of approximately |7 from her backpack.
After the attack, the female reached
her boyfriend who phoned Public
Safety.
Gerkens said they received a description of the rapist as a white male
in his 20s, 5'10" to 6' in height, approximately 170 pounds, medium build with
brown hair.

Public Safety has no suspects in the
case, Gerkens said.
THERE ARE some "gray areas"
that the victim cannot put in order. She
told Campus Safety that she doesn't
know if she was knocked unconscious.
Gerkens said. She thought she heard
someone walking behind her when she
was walking towards Memorial Hall,
Gerkens said. She started to turn
around and was hit on the head.
The victim also was threatened with
a knife, although she did not actually
see one. "He told her, 'If you don't do

what I tell you, 111 stab you,' " Gerkens said.
Although Gerkens said the victim
did resist, he would not comment on
now.
Gerkens said that "other (than) the
injuries she suffered from the act," the
victim also had a lump on the back of
her head.
She was treated and released from
Wood County Hospital.
Since the rape occurred over Easter
weekend, when many of the students
went home, Gerkens said he believes
the rapist may have been a local

person or a University student who
knew there would not be many people
around.
Gerkens said, however, that he does
not know if that means the rapist
would not commit another rape.
"THERE'S NOT a whole lot to go
on," Gerkens said. He noted that when
more people learn of the rape, they
may realize they saw something that
may lead to more information on the
crime.
Gerkens said this was the first reported rape this year, although there
• See Rape, page 8.

Leaders
to have
summit

Results released
in at-large race
Human error cited as reason
results were not correctly tallied
by Nancy Boctwick
staff reporter

Hie results of Wednesday's
USG at-large representative
election announced Thursday
morning have been changed,
due to an error in entering the
data into the computer which
tallied the results, according to
Jason Gray, chairman of the
USG elections and opinions
board.
The results of the presidential
and vicepresidential election
are not affected, he said.
. The 10 individuals who will
serve as at-large representatives next year are as follows:
Wendy Bamhart, Tim Brown,
James Woodward, John Nehrenz, Steve Rhodes, Jeff Slater.
Jason Cronkwright, David
Dean, Brian Moore and Kelly
Price.
Gray did not receive the election results until 8:30 a.m.
Thursday and he was scheduled
to announce them at 9 p.m., he
said.
When the election results were
released, Kelly Price was annouced as having five votes and
this led Gray to question the
accuracy of the totals, he said.
"I figured anyone who was
running for at-large rep could
generate more than five votes,"
i Mid.
The program was then rerun
and this revealed an error in the
way the Information was put
into the system, he said.
THIS IS the first year that
USG has used a computer for
tallying election results. The
ballots from previous years
were counted by hand and this
led to problems in verifying the

accuracy of results, he said.
USG then chose to go to the
computer election, he said.
After the error was corrected,
the vote totals of some of the
other candidates changed, he
said.
Leslie James was a candidate
on both the USG ballot and the
Commuter Off-Campus Student
Center ballot: because of the
error in entering the information, her votes for both offices
were combined in the USG total,
he said. The votes were separated, and her election to the
position of at-large representative was proven false, be said.
The second run on the program also revealed Kelly Price
and Brian Moore as winning the
race for at-large representative,
removing Todd Hawley as winning in the official results.
The program was then run an
additional two to three times to
verify the results, Gray said.
Gray said that he believes
there is no need to have the
students vote again for this
year's election because the error was not in the program but
due to human error in entering
information.
Last year, the USG elections
were held twice, because of a
discrepancy in voting procedures.
In his final report to USG at
the end of the semester, Gray
will recommend that the same
system be used in the future, he
said.
"I'm very satisfied with the
way the system works and I
hope USG will adopt a copy of
the program for future elections," be said.

/\n 4-wicil« Former education professor
v*#ll Li loll• takes tenure battle to court
by Benjamin Marriaon
news editor

not speak on the case. Mattimoe could not
be reached for comment.

When you have to wait for something,
seconds seem like minutes, minutes
seem like hours ...
For Gerald Bergman, it's been years.
He has been waiting for a chance to
return to teaching at the University since 1980. He was denied tenure.
Bergman, a professor in the College of
Education when he was hired in 1973,
took his dispute with the University to
court The case, Bergman vs. Bowling
Green State University, et al, was heard
March 12-20 in U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Ohio, Western Division, in Toledo. Judge Nicholas Walinski
presided.
Walinski has allowed Bergman's attorneys, Susan Blatt and David Latenick of
Columbus, 30 days to prepare their final
iria&ofthecase.
He has granted the same time allowance to the University's attorney, John
Mattimoe of the Toledo law firm Marahall k Mettorn.
Blatt, when contacted recently, would

BERGMAN SAID Walinski told Michael Ferrari, a former University president and the provost at the time of

a two-thirds approval from his colleagues. This was required in the University's Academic Charter, Article XIV,
section 4C, page 55. Ferrari could not be
reached for comment.
Bergman appealed this decision to the

"1 can't go anywhere - once you've been denied
tenure, you're finished."

- Gerald Bergman, former University professor
Bergman's decision, that "you've createda monster with this case."
The reason the case is being referred to
as "a monster" is the controversial issue
of "creationism."
Bergman is a profound creationist - he
is opposed to the concept that man
evolved from apes.
"That's the whole reason I was denied
tenure." he said. "But they (defense)
wont bring it up because they know it's
so controversial."
Ferrari, at the time the decision was
made, decided that Bergman should be
denied tenure because he did not receive

Faculty Personnel and Conciliation Committee (FPCC). The FPCC is the committee which ensures each tenure candidate
receives due process.
THE FPCC sided with the provost.
"This was not suprising because I didn't
know what was against me," Bergman
said, noting he was not given the documents to be used against mm.
"I didn't have the documents - which
was a due process violation."
Bergman and his attorneys located
about ^'a dozen" instances where he was
denied due process.

An instance of denial of due process is
that Bergman did not have any in-class
evaluations of his teaching.
"I never got a written evaluation during the whole time I was there," he said.
He noted that one professor asked him,
"Why should you have evaluations when
you're going to be denied tenure?"
Bergman arranged to hav? two in-class
evaluations held. Both of these evaluations were positive, according to the
faculty members' depositions.
"I never received any kind of written
evaluations from the department until
the end, and those evaluations (on his
publishings) were contradictory," Bergman said.
The contradictions came when some
professors told Bergman his publications
were "too much theory." while others
said they were "too much research."
The University maintains that Bergman was not sufficient in the three areas
nnresaary for tenure: teaching, research
and service.
BERGMAN DISAGREES. "My teaching (evaluations by students) was near
• See Teaare, page 6.

MOSCOW (AP) -The Soviet
Union said yesterday that the
Reagan administration had dismissed its "major new peace
initiative" in an effort to diminish the plan's effect on world
public opinion.
Visiting American congressmen welcomed Mikhail Gorbachev's announced readiness for
a summit with President Reagan, but the official news media
gave the summit short shrift and
concentrated instead on trumpeting the Soviet leader's latest
proposal on arms control.
Gorbachev on Sunday announced a moratorium on deploying medium-range missiles
in Europe until November and
renewed the Kremlin's call for a
ban on testing space weapons
during the U.S.-Soviet arms
talks in Geneva.
The United States contends
the Soviets have a great advantage in medium-range missiles
already installed, and has said
its space-defense research program is not negotiable.
GORBACHEV PROPOSALS
appeared on the front pages of
the Communist Party newspaper Pravcia and the government
daily Izvestia. It was the main
item on radio newscasts, which
said it had attracted worldwide
attention, and the evening television news carried laudatory
interviews with factory workers.
Tass, the official news agency,
said Gorbachev's proposals
were stressed by Lev Tolkunov,
bead of the Soviet of the Union,
one of two houses of the Soviet
parliament, at a meeting with
the visiting Americans.
The U.S. delegation, led by
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill
and the Republican minority
leader, Robert Michel, is expected to get a fuller exposition
of Soviet arms policy today from
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
The representatives said they
hoped to meet Gorbachev tomorrow. There is time on the
delegation's schedule, but there
has been no official confirmation that a meeting will occur.
DELEGATION MEMBERS
expressed pleasure at what they
called Gorbachev's "positive attitude" toward Reagan's invitation to a summit.
"I think it augurs well for
world peace when the two dominant nations of the world can get
at the table and sit down," O'Neill said.
Gorbachev's comments on a
summit were included in the
published interview, but news
media commentary focused on
arms control.
The Soviet leader pledged to
freeze deployment of new medium-range missiles in Europe
until November "whether the
United States follows our example" or not
He also said the Soviets were
"suspending," for an unspecified period, the deployment of
longer-range rockets in East
Germany and Czechoslovakia,
which started in late 1983 when
NATO began deploying Pershing 2 and cruise missiles.
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Editorial

It's time to help the poor

Bishops
address
economics
Not so SMART
Tt's ironic that a group named SMART would
Xstand for an idea that reflects so little intelligence.
SMART stands for Stop Marketing Alcohol on
Radio and Television, ana they're the people who
would like to see all beer and wine advertising
removed from your TV screen.
They're also the people who would remove most
or all of pro-football from your TV screen, because
a large part of the revenue to broadcast these
games comes from beer commercials.
They're the people who firmly believe that beerdrinkers -particularly young beer-drinkers - partake of Budweiser and Michelob because they see it
on TV.
In other words, SMART is interested in
censorship - the banning of beer and wine commercials - because it supposedly will result in the
greater societal good of fewer people drinking to
excess.
The trouble is, research to support the group's
claims is hard to come by.
In fact, a Congressional study reported that
parental and peer Influences are the key factors in
whether or not a person drinks. (The study never
mentioned advertising.)
It is possible that commercials influence some
people's habits, but this hasn't been proven concluAfter the ban on cigarette commercials, for
example, cigarette consumption actually went upillustrating that there are too many factors Involved to draw direct correlations to television
viewing.
Banning alcohol advertising on TV would cost
broadcasters an estimated $720 million a year in
lost revenue, all for no good reason.
In our opinion, the group's time and money would
be better spent securing additional public service
announcements warning of the dangers of drinking
and driving and alcohol abuse. Those are the real
problems.
But censorship? SMART? We don't think so.

by Raw. Jam— J. Baclk
The first draft of the Pastoral
Letter on Catholic Social Teaching and the U.S. Economy issued
by the Catholic bishops in November 1964 continues to produce sharp debate. Some see it
as a radical document which
will lead us on the path to socialism. Others wonder why the
bishops suddenly feel the need to
speak out on a topic which
seems to have no connection
with religious beliefs.
In reaction to these objections,
this author finds it helpful to
relate the major themes of the
pastoral letter to the whole body
of teachings known as Catholic
social doctrine.
• The bishops insist on their
right and duty as citizens and
spiritual leaders to enter the
public debate on the economy
and to bring a moral dimension
to the formation of public policy.
This insistence represents a developed understanding of the
role of the Church in the modern
world.
In 1852, when the bishops met
in the First Plenary Council of
Baltimore, they failed to address the question of slavery
which was the major moral

question of the time. However,
in 1891 Pope Leo Xmjxibhsbed
his ground-breaking Ketvm Novarum which made a constructive contribution to the social
question by insisting on the importance of private property for
a healthy family life and on the
right of workers to organize in
unions.
This inaugurated a new age in
which Church leaders would increasingly address social questions. The bishops in speaking
out on the economy stand within
this tradition and draw on the
body of social thought developed
during the past century.

• In their pastoral letter, the
bishops adopt a personalia approach. For them the economy
exists for the well-being of persons and not vice versa.
Since the rime of Leo X, Catholic social teaching was slow to
speak out about human rights
because it felt the need to tight
against the excessive individualism which was associated with
modern liberal institutions and
unbridled capitalism. However,
Pope John XXIII, in his influential Mater et Magistra (1961)
and Pacem in Terris (1963),
boldly adopted the contemporary personalist approach.
We, of course, live in a country

which was founded on the conviction that all human beings
have been endowed by their
Creator with certain Inalienable

_ bishoos in their letter
express gratitude for the progress we have made in achieving political and civil rights for
alL They then call for a new
public consensus to guarantee
'the minimum conditions of human dignity in the economic
sphere Kir every person." This
means primarily the right to
employment which will provide
a decent standard of living and
proper provisions for the future.
* The pastoral letter begins
with a substantial treatment of
the biblical perspectives which
guide the bishops* reflections on
the economy.
In phviig their teaching in a
biblical perspective without
an answer book out of
the Scriptures, the bishops have
I the approach they used
so effectively In their pastoral
letter on peace.
a in laying out their approach
to the current economic situation, the bishops explicitly adopt
"a preferential option for the
poor." This means that the economy must be judged according
to now well It cares for the
poorest members of society and

\WE KEEP Hli\A AROUND
IN CASe \»B NEED MORE
BARGA1NIN& CVUP6 AT
GGNeVA,

by Art Buchwald
The argument on what weapons this country should buy Is no
longer based on whether they're
necessary, or even If they work but rather how the Soviets will
behave in Geneva if we refuse to
fond them. The president maintains if Congress doesn't authorize a billion and a half dollars to
construct 21 new MX missiles
the Russian negotiators will not
;et Involved in serious bargain. decided to check out this
theory with Blini, my Soviet
diplomatic source in Washing"How serious are your people
in Geneva?" I asked.
"Not very serious," he replied."! doubt if we'll get around
to talking seriously about anything until next fall."
^•Why the fall?"
"Well, the Soviet delegation
doesn't have a chance to leave
the motherland very often, and
they would love to hang around
Switzerland for a while. They
know If they become serious too
early they could wind up spending next winter in Moscow. Our
diplomats always stay on per
diem as long as they can."
"With or without our missile?"
"No one could care less about
the MX missile. You keep telling
the world the only reason you're
building it is so that you will
have a bargaining chip during
the negotiations. If that's all
there is to the MX why should we
take you seriously?"
"The MX is more than a bar; chip," I said. "It's a
»J of America's determin„„.i to hang tough and remain
strong so we can negotiate from
strength. The MX tells our
NATO allies that we are behind
them, and it is a message to the
world that this country has only
one Commander-in-Chief. The
MX may be useless as a weapon,
but at the same time It says a lot
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• The bishops adopt a reformist rather than a revolutionary
approach to our economy. They
recognize the impressive strides
made by the United States in
providing employment and social services to its people. The
bishops stand with the whole of
Catholic social teaching in affirming the right of private ownership of the means of
production.
The modern Church has spoken consistently against economic systems which foster
greed and exploit workers. At
the same time, papal documents
have consistently opposed socialistic systems which deny
human freedom.
In 1919 the American bishops
issued a statement known as a
"Program of Reconstruction"
which indicated that it was
highly desirable that our industrial system, which is based on
private ownership of capital,
should be maintained. Collectivist and socialistic approaches,
according to the bishops, would
simply mean bureaucracy, political tyranny, and inefficiency.
They went on to indicate defects
in our system, especially the
unequal distribution of wealth,
and called for government control of monopolies and reforms
in taxation.
The same reformist spirit
characterizes the current pastoral letter on economics. The
bishops praise our economy for
creating millions of new jobs
during the past several decades
but find the current level of
unemployment to be morally
unjustified. In response, they
call for reforms including job
creation programs targeted at
the structurally unemployed
and job training programs supported by business, labor and
government. Clearly the bishops
are not advocating a radical
overthrow of our system.
The bishops do not want a
state-run economy, nor do they
expect government to do everything. They favor local initiative, the forming of voluntary
associations, ana personal initiative and freedom. Government intervention is healthy
when it truly helps other social
groups to contribute to the common good.

Cheese saves talks

about what kind of people we
are."
"Look, if you wish to build
more MXs, go right ahead. It's
no skin off our hacks," Blini
said. "What do you want our
people to do?"
"They could have the decency
to threaten to walk out of the
talks because the U.S. Congress
voted the money for the new
ones."
"Our negotiators can't afford
to do that/' the diplomat said.
"If they walked out. they would
have to immediately fly home
and none of them have done
their shopping yet"
"How can your people think of
shopping when both superpowers are on the brink?" I said.
"What you have to understand
about Soviet delegations is that
when they go abroad they not
only shop for themselves, but
also for their relatives and superiors too. If our disarmament
officials come back to Moscow
from Geneva without Swiss
chocolate and cuckoo clocks,
their mission would be considered a failure."
"It's hard to believe that after
all the lobbying President Reagan has done, and all the arguments he has made, the MX is
still not a big enough weapon
system to make you people get
down to serious business/'
"Just because we're not shaking doesn't mean that we're not
willing to discuss it. Everything
is negotiable in the daytime as
long as our delegation can eat in
one of Geneva's three-star restaurants at night."
"There's something wrong
with all this." I said. "We are
spending billions of dollars for
new MX weapons so you will
take us seriously, and your delegation keeps stalling, Just so it
can gorge itself on Swiss
cheese."
Blini said, "Not to mention the
real cream with their coffee."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
the LOB Angeles Times Syndicate.

that dealing with poverty is not
an afterthought to which we can
attend when we have enough
time and resources, but rather
an imperative of the highest
priority
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This pastoral letter can be
criticized from many angles but
it is neither radical nor was it
produced in a vacuum. It stands
within the tradition of modern
Catholic social thought and calls
for reform of an economic system which has admittedly produced a great deal of good.
Rev. James J. Bacik, a campus
minister at the University of
Toledo, la formerly of St
Thomas More University Parish.

Letters
Thanks to the fans
It's been nearly a month
since our basketball season
came to an end; but being a
senior, that was one season 111
never forget (MAC tournament
or no MAC tournament). There
are so many people who made
the season special, and I'd like
to thank a few who made it so for
me.
First off, the home crowd
was one of the largest and most
supportive for the women's program. Their supportive clapping
gave us the edge in a few home
games, and if we could have
taken them on the road with us,
we may have even made it to the
NCAA finals!
A very special thanks to one
in that crowd, Sue Hass, who put
together a scrapbook of my final
year that 111 always cherish.
Thanks to all the parents
and grandparents for their following, home and away, and for
the cookies (especially Mrs.
Shoup's delicious selection).
Thanks, Ron Fritz (and the
News) for the coverage and exposure of the different personalities and talents on our team.
Without you the Package Deal.
the General and others would
never have been noticed.
I cant thank my coaches

enough for having confidence in
my play (sorry I didn't shoot
enough!) and for allowing me
the opportunity to enjoy basketball again.
As for the team and especially my closest friend, Charlene - I'll miss all the time we
spend together, as a family, for
five months. Good luck next
year I
Final appreciation goes out
to my parents, especially my
biggest fan, my sister, Dee.
Their love and support has given
me the confidence to succeed
. . Iloveya'U!
KimLlppke
0CMBW8

Feminist mania
I am responding to Dianna
Borsi's letter (Thursday, March
28) in which she recounts an
incident supposedly showing
that journalism is plagued by
sexist males. Ms. Borsi strikes
me as singularly petulant. The
male editor praises the "sexually attractive walk" of a female colleague and Borsi vaults
into a tiny of rage, mnnnMng
her high horse of indignation
and charging at this barbarian
who assailed her sensibilities.
She presents no evidence that
her colleague is being judged by

her body first and as a Journalist
second - only that her body is
noticed. If the day Borsi seemingly yearns for ever comes, the
day when it is socially unacceptable to voice sincere, discreet
appreciation of any feature of a
woman - or a man. for that
matter - that is sexually appealing, e.g. cologne, hair style,
face, walk, legs, I want to move
on to another society.
This feminist mania for speaking of people as minds housed in
inconsequential physical shells
is only so much nonsense. I
happen to like seeing attractive
members of the opposite sex and
occasionally voicing my preferences. That privilege is open to
all people of both genders. Why
do you, Borsi, insist on construSwhat is legitimate and natuinto ammunition for your
feminist McCarthyist crusade?
Peter Schreffler
Graduate Assistant
Eagush Departmeat

Women's mission
Either John C. Knueve had
lust had a bad day and wasn't
thinking straight when he wrote
his letter on March 29, or else he
is sadly disillusioned. I don't
think anyone holds anything

against you, Mr. Knueve. They
only want to be treated like
human beings, Just as you do. If
I'm not mistaken, that is the
humanistic mission of Women
for Women.
Carolyn Anfderhaar
214. Proat Hall

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or llbelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG Newt
MS University Hall
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State loans for middle class proposed
by Phillip B. WUton
■tail reporter

According to bill sponsor Sen.
Charles Butts, D-Cleveland, "it doesn't
pay to be in the middle class" under
Reagan's proposed cuts.
On February 16th, he gave the General Assembly of the Ohio Student
Association (OSA) his reasons for the
proposed legislation.
The senator said that if Reagan's
cuts were approved, the tax burden on
middle class families would be too
great With the new aid, it would not
only help the middle class, but would
give those students of higher income
families more tax "breaks."
BUTTS IS receiving a lot of support
on this particular b£Q from the Ohio

While President Reagan asks Congress for financial aid cuts, new legislation aimed at piwriirtlng middle-class
families receive aid willfoe proposed to
the Ohio General Assembly on April 17.
If the bill passes, it would call for
using state money as an alternative to
federal funding of the Ohio Guaranteed
Student Loans. It will be applicable to
those students whose family income is
in the $25,000^50,000 range. A salary
cap used to determine the exact definition for middle class income has not
been decided.

Coalition for Education Access
(OCEA).
OCEA is a bi-partisan organization
assembled to inmate change in the
Bnarwi^i aid practices taking place in

"It doesn't pay to be In
the middle class."
- Sen. Charles Butts,
D-Cleveland
the state of Ohio. The main purpose of
OCEA is to bring attention to the fact
that the future of Ohio's education
rests with the young.

University, this is where the students
became a major influence on the
state's decision.
"It's important for students to realize that if this bill is to succeed, it must
be a collective effort between Ohio's
collegiate student bodies and the state
legislature." she said.
r,
OCEA is conducting a state-wide
survey so we can get a better understanding of where the need falls,"
McCoy said.
Interested students may fill out their
questionnaires beginning next week.
McCoy said the/wtU be available until
the bUl goes before the state legislature.

The coalman consists of popular
public and private student organizations such as Campus Democrats,
Campus Republicans, and the OSA.
The ma tor decision on the bill itself
won't be decided for at least a year,
according to Todd Baker, OSA president who visited the University
Wednesday. If passed, the bill would
not go into effect for at least two years,
Bakersaid.
One issue in the bill that is still
undecided is the family salary income
defining a middle class student's eligibility.
^
According to Kelly McCoy, coordinator for both OSA and OCEA at the

|—Dateline-|
Tuesday, April 9

Group hopes to spark interest, support

Nuclear awareness aim of Peace Week
by Danielle Fischer
staff reporter

Peace Week, an annual event
sponsored by The Bowling
Green Peace Coalition, began
yesterday and will run through
Fridav to "bring the issues before the students and spark discussion."
Donald McQuarie, associate
professor of sociology and faculty adviser for the Coalition,
said the issues of nuclear war.

nuclear weapons and U-S. intervention in Central America will
be brought before the students.
"Locally, we hope to bring the
issues before the students and
spark discussion - make the
students realize the seriousness
of these issues," McQuarie said.
"Nationally, we'd like to see
some kind of impact building for
a nuclear freeze and the halting
of U.S. intervention in Nicaragua."
McQuarie said although the

STUDENT ATHLETIC
3^ THE
BOARD - THE STUDENT
V&F VOICE IN BGSU ATHLETICS
Accepting applications for the 1985-86
school year. Applications available in 405 Student
Services. Applications due by Monday, April 22.

Th

OPEN

r\oTm "

MEETING:

255

ALL

Memorial Hall WELCOME

group considers itself to be nonpartisan, "the peace issue often
becomes a political issue."
Peace Week activities include:
•Student presentations on nuclear weapons and nuclear war
in 114 Education at 7 p.m. toJffl Smith of Seneca Falls,
N.Y., speaking on "Women in
the Peace Movement" on
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in 112 Life
Science.

)■■■■
Haircut

• A peace vigil Thursday from
124 p.m. in the Union Oval.
• A coffeehouse and concert
from 8-11 p.m. in the Student
Services forum.
• Hiroko Masukawa. a high
school American Field Service
Exchange student living in the
United States, speaking on the
after effects ot the nuclear bomb
dropped on Hiroshima.
THE STUDENT presentations
will be given by University stu-

Good thru April 11
bring coupon

| Hours
■MOD, -9:30-5:00
IT, W, TH,-9:30-6:30
■ Fri, -9:30-7:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

Reg. $10

dents enrolled in Sociology 300,
Nuclear Weapons - Nuclear
War. The class is an honors
class co-taught by McQuarie
and Joe Perry, sociology professor.
Peace Week is being co-sponsored by Women for Women,
The World Student Association,
the Honors Student Association,
United Christian Fellowship and
St Thomas More University
Parish.

fr

50
*«
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Leah

Avante Garde Festival - Free
and open to all. Sponsored by
UAO. 8 p.m., Northeast Commons.

COUPON —

I-16 In. One
Item Pino

— =

1-13 In. One
Ittm Pino

Additional H»m» 75' Eo

shampoo

Suzle

BGSU

0P-4N*
fRE! DELIVERY
•rnfel.C.dnl-Iti

352-2566

P^PC,,°,S
inrta liM

PH.UMI M
lOlNwIRRW-

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
Expires 4/30/85
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-COUPON-
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CO-OPORTCINITIES

AFRICAN PEOPLE'S ASSOCIATION
presents...

INTERN WORKSHOP
NIGHT

AFRICAN WEEK '85
(April8-13)
/

Thursday, APRIL 11,1985*\

On April 10 the Co-Op
office is sponsoring a
workshop to aid students in
finding their own summer
jobs.

-THEPEACEMAKER: A video speech of Dr. pesmond Tutu,
tpe 1984 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE WINNER
7:30 p.m.- Room 220 Math Science Building
Free Admission
.V .^w-"

(

Eriday, APRIL 12, 1985

/

•FASHION SHOW African traditional attire/clothes fashion
show by AfrfitJarTrnodels - 5:30 p.m.- Amani
j-J

All interested come to the
Capital Room of the Union

Free Admission & Snacks
-PANEL DISCUSSION) ^Social Change in Soutl( Africa:
Present and Future" - 7:30 p.m.- Amani
Free Admission

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, APRIL V}, 1985

■AFRICAN DINNER:
\
• Keynote Address byj His Excellency T^peavogui,
Ambassador of the Republic of Guufea to the U.S.
• Salute to Dr. E. dampen uuLrcsentation of the
1985 Outstanding Awards
• Entertainment by the Dance Group Bichinis Bia
Congo of Detroit, Michigan
5:30 p.m. N.E. commons
Donation $2.50/person

^

i s$A75
4

Additional lf«m»$l 00 Eo

Mass

"Wrier, quality conn Arar"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center

Lola

-

Multimedia Presentation "Earthwalk," a narrated
slide presentation documenting two brothers' 5,000 mile
trek from Alaska to Mexico,
will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m.
Free and open to all. Sponsored by UAO. Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, Union.

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
SUPCA SPCCIflL! ! SUPCR SPCCIfU!

l THE HAIR REPAIR
I

-

NTSA Membership Drive Through April 10, in University Hall 16:30-4:30p.m. and
in the Union after 5:30 p.m.
All non-traditional students
are welcome to Join.

372-2451

t

220 Adm. Bldg.

■
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Utilities board Course offered
supports move Plants studied
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The Board of Public Utilities
last night passed a resolution
in support of joint action legislation for municipally-owned
electric utilities.
The legislation, if passed by
the Ohio General Assembly,
would allow municipallyowned electric utilities which
do not produce their own
power, to act together to buy
stock in electric generating
plants or build their own, Sheilah Fulton, board chairperson,
said.
The Bowling Green utility
would be able to combine with
other area utilities to buy part
of Toledo Edison's, or another
company's, plant.
Ohio's 83 municipally-owned
companies are not now allowed to do so under the Ohio
constitution.
NO TAX MONEY would be

used to finance joint action,
Fulton said. Joint financing
would come from the sale of
municipal bonds.
Bowling Green's electric division now buys power from
Toledo Edison or from a local
electric-power cooperative,
Fulton said.
Independently-owned electric companies, such as Toledo Edison, blocked a
previous attempt to pass jointaction legislation, Fulton said.
She said the independent
companies do not want the
municipal utilities to service
areas annexed by the city,
noting that Bowling Green's
lower distribution costs would
probably lead the annexed
areas to hook up to the city
utility.
In other action, the Board
voted not to shift to a onemeeting-a-month schedule as
proposed at the March 25
meeting.

by Wendy Davy

reporter

'1
One Urge One Item Pizza
Tuesday Only fA
I Inside Only

352-3551

.J

Students in need of a science
credit and trying to decide between physics and chemistry
may be interested in Introduction to Horticulture, an alternative to the "usual" science
classes.
According to William Easterly, professor of biological sciences, a horticulture class can
be very beneficial for students.
Easterly, who instructs the
one course offered this semester, said that the class is good in
that the students not only learn
about plants, but they are able to
put their knowledge to use.
''Part of it (the class) is academic and part of it is applicable," he said. "They (students)
can take it (the knowledge) back
home with them."
The skills that they can apply
to their plants at home include
everything from pruning and
grafting to garden planning and
landscaping, he said.
The class, which is a combination of lecture and lab, also gives
valuable information about insects and plant diseases in order
to teach the students how to
better protect their plants.
STUDENTS TAKING advantage of the course are recognizing the value of what they are
learning. Their reasons for taking the class may be different,
but they are all appreciating the
benefits.

VARSITY SQUARE APTS. ■N

Jeff Krejci, a senior majoring
in biology, probably never
thought about taking a horticulture class until this past year. "I
got hired by an agricultural firm
at home and they said they
would pay me to take this
class," he said.
Krejci has acquired more than
money through this class, however. "It's a good elective," he
said. "It's good for people who
like to work with their hands and
plants."
Kathy Carr, a senior also majoring in biology, knew she liked
plants even before she took the
class. "I garden at home," she
said. "I'm iust learning a lot of
technique.''
Darice Coats, a senior psychology major, needed a biology
elective for her minor in biology.
"I'm kind of glad I waited this
long to take this class," she said,
adding that she can use what she
learned as soon as she graduates.
"WE LEARNED a lot and
covered a lot of material," Coats
said. "I've developed an even
greater interest in plants."
Joseph Baker, director of the
University greenhouse, also believes that students can gain a
lot through a course in horticulture.
"Most people can take a walk
through the woods and appreciate the greenness," he said,
but noted that they usually lack
an understanding of what they
see. "This class gives you better
understanding to appreciate
plants," he said.

/

1:2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
OFFICE LOCATED * Single story
HOURS:
1097 Varsity East
333-7715

Laundry facilities
* Quiet living

Stlldeilt prunes

Tuesday Special

PANTIES

Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

rdon'ri
MitterH
NORTON'S
TAVERN

Buy 2 pair-choose
third pair

* Children & pets welcome
• ASK ABOUT OUB MOVi IN SMCIAl

Photo/Vtnce Waher

Jeff Krejci, senior biology major, prunes a cactus In the University
greenhouse located behind the Technology Building.

^fl

FREE

(samm pric* or lass)

Open Tues. Eve, till 9:00 p.m.

"MICK PAYNE"
Tuesday 9:00 p.m.
809 S. Main

JLPoU

Hours:
M-Sat. 11 am-2:30 am
Sun. 1 pm-2:30 am

525 RiJ9. Si.

X^^

SAVEUPTOS7.36

Choose our famous Rax Roast Beef sandwich or our mouthwatering
Philly Beef 'N Cheese™ Sandwich smothered
with Swiss cheese, sauteed mushrooms, onions
and green peppers. Plus french fries and a
medium-size soft drink with either sandwich.
Now at a special price.
RESTAQRAINTTS

r

Regular Rax,

Beef N Cheese.-H
T PhillyFrench
Fries and

French Fries and
• Medium-Size Soft Drink 1
. Medium-Size Soft Drink '

I

$1.99- I

■ This offer not walid with any other discount
or coupon Sales tax charged where applicable |
IOffei good at participating
W^L^—
Rax Restaurants only
wCX\L

IJO. C-H. -*« 5/9/85

■j|"^ I

$2.49

(Limit 4)

This offer not valid with any other discount
or coupon. Sales tax charged where applicable.
Offer
good at participating
I
Rax Restaurants only

nciai

15/9/85

I
I

LAURIE ANN
PICKETT

INTRODUCING

BOTH
FORMERLY
WITH

>ij

NICOLE
PFEFFER

THE ARRANGEMENT
c
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PERM SPECIAL
Regular $35
NOW $25
_€^lresjABriM6JhJ_985

I

SANDRIDGE

USD

JONATHAN'S

RXSTOIMNIS I

WOOSTBR
1465 N. Scott St
Napleon

1006 N. Main
at Poc Rd.
Bowling Green

1-75 at Rt 25
Perrrysburg

"Laurie Ann 8. Nicole will be happy to accept Arrangement coupons
wkhh have their names or pictures."

702 SANDRIDGE

353-4333
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Architects await state OK
by Teresa Tarantlno
staff reporter

University architects are awaiting word from
state officials to proceed with proposed renovations to the University Union, according to Ray
Buckholz, assistant to the University architect.
Buckbolz said the University is waiting for the
state to authorize the hiring of a consulting
architect.
The Union was allocated $455,000 by the
University Board of Trustees on March 6 to
renovate the Falcon's Nest.
The funds were borrowed from within the
University and will be repaid, according to
Richard Eakin, vice president for planning and
budgeting. Eakin said he believes the money
being used is coming from the Residence Hall
account
A preliminary design for the Union has been
developed, according to Buckholz. The design
was used to project the cost of the renovation,
he said.
"There is a chance, if things develop properly, we could have the shell completed by the
time school starts in the fall," he said. The time
schedule for the protect is dependent on how
quickly the University gets a response from the
state, he said.

PRELIMINARY plans include removing the
east windows and expanding the wall overlooking the Union Oval by approximately 12 feet
Glass will enclose the expansion and will rise to
include the second floor.
The second floor east windows and wall may
also be taken out, Buckholz said. A railing will
be installed along the second floor to overlook
the Nest
The expansion will increase seating capacity
in the Nest by nearly 60 people, he said.
Buckholz said $30,000 of the allocated funds
will be used to renovate the Union game room
into a pizza parlor.
According to Karl Vogt, vice president for
operations, the renovation is an attempt to
generate an increased interest in the University.
"We believe it (the renovation of the Union)
represents a strategy to make the campus more
presentable to prospective students," Vogt said.
The decline in graduating high school seniors
has caused the University to become more
competitive with facilities at other universities,
he said. The Improvement will give the University the ability to maintain current enrollment
Voitsaid.
'"We have the least attractive Union of any
University in the state," he added.

Self-esteem emphasized
workshop.
Reetz is a clinical therapist at
the Mental Health Center and
has operated the program several times for different groups in
the Bowling Green area.

by Diane Dod*
reporter

A workshop using books and
tapes of best-selling author Leo
Buscaglia will be held on campus April 11-25.
According to Julie Carle of the
Mental Health Center of Wood
County, the program is designed
to build people's self-esteem.
John Piper, associate professor of health education, uses
some of Buscaglia's material in
his personal health and human
sexuality courses.
"Buscaglia's basic message is
that before you can love and
respect others, you must love
ana respect yourself first as a
unique, valuable human being,"
Piper
said.
;
'In his books and videos, he
emphasizes taking risks and accepting new challenges.
"He also believes in open,
honest communication - a sharing of feelings, not lust thoughts
or ideas," Piper said.
Marlys Reetz, a recent graduate of the University in clinical
psychology, will lead the

The workshop is being offered
through Continuing Education to
students and the community on
three consecutive Thursday evenings. Registration and a $25 fee
are required.

jylAR
V
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Working for the money

On-campus jobs vary
by MeoTlerney
reporter

Students often complain about
money - or the lack of it The
University does what it can to
get money into students' hands.
More than 2 200 students are
currently employed in on-campus positions per payroll,
according to Deb Heineman
assistant director of Financial
Aid and Student Employment.
"Half of the students are
(working) in dining halls and the
other half are in various (other)
positions," Helneman said.
She said the types of lobs held
depend on the availability and
need of on-campus employers.
These various positions include
clerical, research, technical and
maintenance positions.
Jobs offered range from student computer programmer to
weekend bathroom cleaner, she
said.
Many students work up to 40
hours per week. If, however, a

student works more than 40
hours, he or she is paid time and
a half. "Students who are receiving a National Direct Student Loan and any other grant
plus a work study will have a
limit of total earnings that they
can receive," Heineman said.
THE TOTAL earning restriction is to make sure that a student's financial aid doesn't
exceed his financial need.
Heineman recommends that
students that are registered fulltime limit themselves to 20
hours of work per week. She
noted that part-time students
are eligible tor on-campus positions as well.
Dining halls will make applications available April 25, from
1 to 5 p.m. in the forum of the
Student Services Building, and
again on April 26, from 8 a jn. to
12 p.m.
''Seniority is not a consideration when hiring for dining hall

positions," Heineman said.
The financial aid office also
has Job descriptions and wage
scales that ensure that a student
working in the Bursar's Office
and a student working in the
Student Services Building doing
the same job are paid the same
rate, Heineman said.
She did say that hourly wages
for some on-campus jobs differ.
"The higher paid Jobs have
more responsnSlity, more requirements, and include a
higher level of 'difficulty,'"
Heineman said.
The higher paid jobs include
working at Factline and the Student Recreation Center. These
jobs have already been filled for
next semester.
"The reason these jobs have
already been filled is because
they require one year of attendance at the University," Heineman said, "and anything we can
do ahead of time, we do."

Blotter
A Bowling Green man was
charged with aggravated robbery Sunday.
Dean Fultz, 22, of 525 Thurstin
St., was caught with two onehalf pint mux cartons, some
time cards and a knife. He was
apprehended by the Kentucky
Fried Chicken employee, from
whom Fultz took the milk and
the cards.
Fultz was incarcerated in the
Wood County jail.

Rent-A-Lane

For $8.00 Every Tuesday
From 9 p.m.-12 a.m.
Valid student ID must be presented
* 16 Brunswick Lanes * BAR *
* Game Room * Snack Bar *
1010 N. MAIN

AFTER EASTER SPECIALS
$5.00 OFF A"^"

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP DESSERT
- April 11th 6:00 p.m. -

Grand Ballroom
Let us all recognize the individuals and
y chapters who have outstanding scholastic
[ achievements!
|

Call Susan Howe
for $3.00 OFF

The Regule
Reeular Purchase
Price of Our Shampoo,
Cut, and Blow Dry

good thru 4/20/85
It let your good looks-go to your haad.

T—..1-7
Tt~n..fH.»-

-MURPHY PLAZA 352-9344

JOHN NEWLOVE
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR - Furnished
715 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
719 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR - Furnished
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR • Stove and Refrig. furnished
John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details. Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

GETOFFTOA
GREATSTART

An event you won't want to
miss. As put of this campus
community, your psrocipating Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special values
available on Ford's 1985

iMk

OOSPONSOR

ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION

model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISTED
BELOW
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Housing grant application made Committee to form
grams and grants.
'r one landlord attended the

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Although attendance was
sparse at last night's public
hearing on the city's participation in the Ohio Rental Rehabilitation Program, the program
has sufficient support to enable
the grant application to be
made, according to the city officials in charge of housing pro-

Carolyn Lineback, city grants
administrator, said "five or six"
landlords in Bowling Green had
promised letters in support of
the program and only two of the
landlords contacted had indicated no interest in participating.

Sandra!
._ J Mills, city housing specialist, said the letters would be

Rape
(Continued from page 1)
were several sexual assaults nected.
last year.
The method of operation was
If anyone has any Information
"somewhat" similar to that concerning the rape, they should
used in the assaults last year.
contact Public Safety at 372Gerkens said, however, that he
2346, or Wood County Crime
did not know if they were conStoppers at 352-0077.
Teniire
(Continued from page 1) 90th percentile ... I have published more
than 250 times ... and I was at least
average in my University service," he said.
He has written two books, including Understanding Education Measurement and
Evaluation.
When the value of this publication was
discussed during the trial, one colleague
said "the book is crummy,' Bergman said.

included in the application package when the city applies for the
grant later this week.
The city is applying for $100,000 in federal money from the
state-administered program.
Money would be loaned to rental
property owners in a north-centrally located area of the city for
whatever repairs are necessary
to bring the properties up to
existing building codes.
Landlords participating In the

program must agree to abide by
ajitfdiscrimination laws regarding bousing and must actively
market the property to make
sure prospective renters know of
any openings.
The rental units must be family-occupied, which under program rules means a married
couple with or without children,
effectively closing the program
to student housing except for
married students, Mills said.

Public Safety has released a
crime alert describing the best
defenses against rape.

avoid walking alone on the
streets, avoid poorly lighted
streets, alleys, vacant lots, or
parking areas and to keep a
respectable distance from alley
and building entrances and tall
shrubbery.

Students are encouraged by
Public Safety to use the escort
service or the buddy system,

All organizations must have their
requested dates for N.E. Commons for '85-'86 school year
turned in by April 10,1985.
Return to:
Office of Minority Student Activities
3rd Floor Union

Spring Heat '85

[ I BUY ONE DIMMER BUFFET { j
I GET 2nd ONE AT 1/2 PRICEl
f

A committee to establish better communication between the
University and city businesses is being formed by the University and the Bowline Green Chamber of Commerce.
The committee will be made up of four representatives from
city businesses and two University representatives, Joan Gordon, Chamber director, said yesterday.
Gordon said there were 11 volunteers from city businesses,
both Chamber members and non-members, to serve on the
committee. The seven not chosen would serve as alternates and
advisers, but no decision had been made as to which four would
be full-time members, she said.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to President Paul Olscamp,
said he did not know which two University representatives
would be chosen or from what level of the organization they
would come. Olscamp was not available for comment.
The main purpose of the committee will be to ensure each
party knows what the other Is doing in relation to Universitybusiness interactions, and "to squelch bad information before it
gets far enough to be spread," Gordon said.
THE PROPOSAL for the committee was made at the March 1
Chamber meeting as a result of confusion over planned renovations to the University Union. Rumors, later disproven, of a plan
to put retail shops and a pizza delivery service In the Union had
been questioned, with area businessmen protesting competition
coming from a tax-supported institution.
Mason said there were never any plans to start a pizzadelivery service. Pizza has been available on-campus since
1968, according to a letter to the Chamber from President
Olscamp.

will decide. For the time being, he is teaching part-time at three Ohio universities,
including the University of Toledo.
BERGMAN DISAGREES. "My teaching
(evaluations by students) was near the "I
can't go anywhere else - once you've been
denied tenure, you're finished," Bergman
said. "And what university is going to deal
with someone who has had problems?"

William York, education professor, testified that Bergman was the most productive
member of the College of Education at that
time. York could not be reached for comment.
In the area of service, Bergman founded
the University's "Friends of the Library"
program and also served as its president.
Bergman does not know what Walinski

Reminder

by Don Lac
staff reporter

no other discounts, coupons, or substitutions

expires 6/1/85

| I
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One large 1-rtem pizza

*5.25

I Linden Tree Restaurant I j
1450 E. Wooster

* j

Domino's Pizza Dellvers-Free

Free Delivery

352-3551

iffle - !/ti<//ty<'//tf>/t/

Dinner for 4

presents

%J99

2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2

Avante Garde Festival
Tonight, 8:00 p.m.
Amani Room
FREE

$5»9
Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

2-10" one item pizzas
Plus one cola
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539

I
I
I 20% OFF PERM OR HAIRCUT I
I
Thru May 2 with this coupon
I

Every TI calculator comes with
one extra number.
1-800-TI-CARES
When you buy a Texas
Instruments calculator you
don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' commitment to quality.
It's a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll-free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thai Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.

Of course, there's just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?

„

TEXAS ^
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

dudy

Cindy

3&e tlrfwwmgement
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
352-4101
352-4143

181 (B)S. Main,
Bowling Green
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firab_fiarly MAC lead

Bats come alive as BG sweeps Western
by Sieve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Last week head baseball coach Ed
Platzer said "hitting is contagious." If
this is true, then his team has caught
the fever.
Explosive bats gave Bowling Green
a doubleheader sweep Saturday over
Western Michigan in Kalamazoo,
Mich., winning 1W and 8-4. BG collected 11 hits in the first and eight more
in the night cap.
The last six games, the Falcons have
been in low scoring contests, but that
.all turned around Saturday, much to
the surprise of Platzer.
"I expected a low scoring game,"
Platzer said. "But that's baseball.
Sometimes you don't know what to
expect."
inclement weather prevented the
two teams from meeting in Friday's
doubleheader. Mid-American Conference rules stipulate that games rained
out will not be made up, and the standings will be determined on a percentage basis.

"We would definitely like to
more games," Platzer said. "We
haven't had a four-game series yet.
Some of our pitchers haven't had as
much playing time as I'd like them to
have."
THE TWIN killing save the Falcons
a 2-0 mark in the MAC and put them in
a tie for first place with Toledo, who
stands at 1-0 after a 5-4 win over Ohio
University.
Kent State and Ball State met four
times over the weekend, each winning
two games, and share third place.
BG wasted little time in the second
e, grabbing a 1-0 lead in the first
Centerfielder Art Eli drew a base on
balls and advanced to second on a
passed ball. Jamie Reiser sacrificed
Eli to third and he scored on a Larry
Amdt single.
BG scored two more in the second
and Eli continued the momentum in the
third when he reached first on an
infield hit and eventually came home
from third on Kevin Ward's suicide
squeeze play.

THE FALCONS would score four
more in the fifth, three coming on Dave
O'Kresik's three-run blast over the
right field fence before the Broncos
would get on the board with three of
their own in the bottom half of the fifth.
Chuck Steward took the win for BG.
Steward raised his record to 2-1 after
going six and two-third innings.
He recorded four strikeouts and six
walks. All four runs surrendered were
earned.
John Maroli retired WMU's Carl
Novick for the final out on a called third
strike.
BG's Carl Moraw logged his second
consecutive win in the first game picking up his third win against two losses.
He notched 10 strikeouts while walking
nine.
Moraw lasted six innings before
yielding to teammate Mark Fleming.
He had thrown 144 pitches.
"Moraw deserves a lot of credit,"
WMU head coach Fred Decker said.
"He got guys out when we had bases
loaded."
LIKE STEWARD, Moraw had ample

offensive support from his teamates.
BG took advantage of four walks, a hit
batsmen, and two hits issued by
WMU's Alan Gainer, who lasted onethird of a inning, ana replacement Joe
Lahey. Gainer was charged with all six
runs.
The Falcons would not let up in the
second or third innings as Dave Oliverio and Amdt each clouted three-run
homers, respectively.
It was Ollverio's first career round
tripper in four years.
Dave has worked extra hard on his
hitting all year," Platzer said. "Coach
(Tim) MacKinnon has also worked
hard with Dave: with all the hitters."
By the end of the third the Falcons
led 12-3, and never looked back.
"BG did a great job," Decker said.
"We new their batting averages were
low coming into this weekend, but they
sure swung the bats well against us.
They did a lot of little things well, and
played a great double-header.
'I have no excuses," he said "We
iust stunk up the place. BG is responsible for a lot of that."

"It was a great all around team
effort," Platzer said. "We had good
6itching, good defense, and hit probaly as well as we've hit all year.
EXTRA INNINGS: Weather permitting BG hosts KSU today, beginning at
1 p.m., fa a double-header at Stellar
Field. . . BG raised its team batting
average from .253 to .261. . .According
to the March 25 issue of Collegiate
Baseball Newspaper, Carl Moraw
leads the nation fa strikeouts per nine
innings with 21 fa 12 and two-third
innings. That is an average of 15 per
nine innings. Currently, Moraw has 45
in 32 innings.
Game one
Bowling Green
633 012 0 — 15 11 3
Western Michigan
120 101 1 — 6 7 7
Moraw (W3-2). Fleming (7) and Ollverlo: Gainer
(L0 3). Leahey (1). Babcock (6) and Marqusrdt.
Game two
Bowling Green
1210400 — 880
Western Michigan
000 030 1—45 1
Steward (W2-1). Maroli and Hayes: Srudarski
(L2-1). Anderson and Marquardt.

Women gain weekend split
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

Maybe the only thing more
unpredictable than the
weather lately has been the
play of the women's softball
team.
The Falcons kept everyone,
including BG coach Gail Davenport, guessing just how
they're going to do this season
by splitting last weekend's
games, sweeping Kent State
Friday before dropping a pair
to Ohio University the followingr afternoon.
'We're still kind of on a
roller-coaster, we need to
maintain our intensity instead
of playing in cycles/' DavenAs host team, the Bobcats
were about as merciful to the
Falcons as Jesse James was to
a train full of rich people.
OU shut down the Falcon
attack, blanking BG 5-0 on six
hits. Jil Therriault led the BG
attack with two hits while Edie
Campbell (3-3) took the loss on
the mound.
The Bobcats generated only
one more hit than the Falcons,
but did something with their
runners that BG couldn't - they
got them across the plate.
"Hitting-wise, you usually
score a couple of runs when
you get six or seven hits,"
Davenport said. "We got the
runners out there but we
stranded them."
The same problem plagued
BG again in the second game
as seven hits produced only one
run while OU brought home six
runs on eight hits.
PITCHER MARY Kay
Bryan, whose record dropped
to 4-5-1, said that shoddy field
conditions contributed to the
Falcons tentative play.
"The weather was a big part
of it, it was rainy and muddy
and, as a team, our head just
wasn't in the game," she said.
"The ball was slippery and the
(pitching) mound wasn't what
it could have been."
At Kent, the field was dry,

BG News'Phil Masturzo
BG's Pam Vogel leaps over Kent's Deanna Parks in MAC softball action Friday. The Falcons swept the Rashes before falling twice to
Ohio University Saturday.

the wind was strong and the
Falcons' luck was good.
Campbell came out on top in
a pitcher's duel as BG won the
first game 2-1. The freshman
held KSU to only two hits,
while the Falcons squandered
nine hits on their pair of scores.
Veronica Miller and Pam
Vogel lead the offense with two
hits apiece while Therriault

laced an RBI single in the
second.
Bryant then recorded the
team's first shutout of the season, holding the Flashes
scoreless on seven hits. The
Falcons backed her hurling
with another nine-hit onslaught
as BG won M.
The attack was balanced this
time but Miller added her second triple of the doubleheader

and an RBI while Kathy Fisher
chipped in with a hit and a RBI.
"THEY WERE two of our
better games both offensively
and defensively," Davenport
said. "We didn't have as many
errors, not as many walks and
we weren't dealing with runners on base all the time.
"If you make a mistake with
no one on base, it's not that

bad, but when you make a
mistake with runners on base,
chances are you're giving up
runs."
The women Falcons, 9-10-2
(2-2 in the Mid-American Conference, good for fifth) embark
on what Davenport calls their
"toughest week of the season"
when they host Michigan in a
doubleheader this afternoon,
starting at 3.

Thurmond, Anderson, join five others

Ex-Falcon roundball greats placed in Hall of Fame
Two of the greatest names in
Bowling Green basketball history will join five other inductees when the Basketball Hall of
Fame holds its induction ceremony, in Springfield, Mass.,
Juhrl.
Former Falcon coach, the late
Harold "Andy" Anderson, and
former ail-American Nate Thurmond vere announced as enshrinees on Sunday. The
announcement was made by Lee
Williams, executive director of
the world's only Basketball Hall
of Fame.
It Is ironic that Thurmond and
Anderson will be enshrined together. Thurmond was the startfag center on the 1963 BG team,
Anderson's last season of coachbegan his collegiate

Weather
hinders
linksters

coaching career at Toledo in
1934-35 and during his eight seasons there, he won 142 while
losing just 41. His 1942 team
finished third in the National
Invitational Tournament.
__
During his 20 years at BG, the
former president of the National
Association of Basketball
Coaches had a 362-185 record,
took six teams to he NTT and
three to the NCAA tournament.
THURMOND. AN Akron native, was a two-year captain of
Anderson's Falcon teams. He
was an ail-American on two
Mid-American Conference
champion teams and was a
unanimous three-time all-MAC
selection. Thurmond, at 6-11,
was the MAC'S rebounding
leader for three seasons and
finished his career as the lead-

Nate Thurmond

Harold Anderson

ins rebounder in MAC and
BGSU history. His 1,295 career
rebounds is still a MAC re-

cord.Thurmond averaged 17.0
points and 17.8 rebounds per
game for bis BG career.

A first-round draft pick of the
San Francisco Warriors in 1963,
Thurmond played 14 years in the
NBA for San Francisco/Goldon
State and the Cleveland Cavaliers.
He appeared in seven All-Star
games, was named to the NBA
All-Defensive team five tunes,
and the NBA all-rookie team.
Thurmond is currently director
of community relations for the
Warriors.
Both Anderson and Thurmond
are members of the BGSU Athletic Hall of Fame.
They will Join three pioneers
in the development of women's
basketball: Senda Abbot, Bertha Teague and Margaret Wade,
as well as Al Cervi and Marv
Harshman.

Have you ever wondered why
there are orange golf balls?
Whoever the lunatic was that
decided to invent those neon
spheres had to have the Bowling
Green golf team fa mind. You
see. it's awfully bard to find a
white golf ball in the snow.
The Falcon linksters, playing
in bad weather for the third time
fa three weeks, faired well on
Saturday taking third fa the
Miami Invitational Tournament.
"If we only played fa good
weather, we'd never play, BG
head coach Greg Nye said with a
chuckle.
The team did shoot very well
considering the playing conditions that had to be dealt with.
"I was very pleased with the
way we played, Nye said. "We
were paired with Xavier, the
worst team fa the tournament,
and it's very hard to compete
when you're paired with such a
team.''
AND AGAIN, there was the
bad weather.
"The weather conditions were
terrible," the first year coach
commented. "We had to deal
with high winds and severe cold,
so under the conditions I would
say that the team's performance
was very commendable."
The team did do very well
indeed. After the first day's 18
holes BG was tied for third place
with Kent State trailing host MU
by four shots, and Ohio University by only one shot. The Falcons were looking forward to
chalfaeging for the lead on Sunday, but woke up to two inches of
snow. This is where the orange
golf balls would have come in
handy. But, alas, the tournament was canceled. And after
only one day's work BG was
stuck fa third place at 401.
Another thing that pleased
coach Nye was the fact that
most of the Mid-American Conference was represented at the
tourney, and that his team was
within striking distance of being
the best.
Guy Newton led Bowling
Green with a six-over-par 78. He
wound up taking fifth place
overall so it is easy to see that
everyone had a hard time dealing with the bad weather. Doug
Clayton finished one stroke behind Newton with a 79.
"Nobody really stood out."
Nye said, "everybody did fairly
well. If I had to pick out anybody
who was doing a little better
than the rest I would have to say
that Guy Newton and Tim Rodgers are just a few shots better
than the rest of the team right
now."
THE THIRD place finish at
Miami along with another third
Sice finish at the Ball State
vitaional in bad weather, and
a first place finish at the Wooater Invitational in bad weather.
will make the Falcons' record
respectable heading into this
weekend's Marshall Invitational
fa Huntington, W.Va. BG will
face stiff competiton from other
MAC schools, some South Eastern Conference schools, and
some Big Ten schools as well.
But fa sunny West Virginia, no
orange golf balls will be needed.
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Women third, men run unscored at OU Netters trounce
WSU, Cincinnati
The meet had to be brought
indoors because of the inclement
weather which coach Robinson
says may have hurt the Falcon's
chances for first place.
"I was hoping for possibly
first or second, but we lost vital
points because they didn't bold
the javelin and discus events,"
Robinson said.
The Falcon women were
Seed by Sara Collas who broke
• BG all-time record in the
5000 meter withatime of 17:02.3.
Also winning for BG were the
combination of Laura Murphy,
Lori Grey, and Pam and Pat

by Tom Skemlvltz
sports reporter

The Easter weekend brought
success to Bowling Green's men
and women track teams despite
the cold, damp weather.
The women's team followed
3> the previous weeks' impresve showing with a third place
finish at the Western Michigan
Invitational Saturday at Kalamazoo, Mich. BG finished with a
score of 90 points behind only
Central Michigan and WMU who
had scores of 106 and 104, respectively.

Panchak in the 3200 meter relay.
Murphy also won the 1500 meter
along with Pam Panchak coming in first in the 800 meter.
The men's team did not have
the luxury of performing inside
at the Ohio University Relays
held in Athens, Oh. Friday and
Saturday.

The OU Relays were contested
without points, therefore no final
standings were tallied.
"There were better teams
than us in the meet," sophomore
Scott Wargo said. "We finished
somewhere in the middle."

Franchise law sought

Test yourself.

WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
bid to shield communities from
unwarranted shifts of professional sports teams from one
city to another, two Ohio congressmen have gone into a "prevent" defense.
Legislation sponsored by
Reps. Dennis Eckart, DOhio,
and Edward Feighan, D-Ohio,

Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, no-white, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?

I22A
BROTHERS, hie

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

«fi»iMini>
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IMS. MAIN

SJMW

would set up orderly procedures
for franchise relocation decisions by insuring that community interests are taken into
account.
Controversy over the moves of
pro sports teams boiled up af er
some owners relocated teams
despite league objections, and
others are threatening to do so.

2 Small
Chef Salads
1 Garlic Bread
and 2 Pepsi
$4.00 (reg. $5.10)

352-8408
.

Wargo helped the BG effort by
placing first along with Gaetan
Girard, Tom Franek, and Todd
Nichols in the 6400 meter relay
running a 17:12.0. Jay Yuhas
teamed up with Wargo, Girard,
and Nichols to place second in
the 3200 with a 7:48.9 time.
"At the present time our middle distance runners are the
strongest on our team, Wright
said.
The men's team travels to
Ball State today while both the
teams travel to Knoxville, Ken.
to participate in the Dogwood
Relays Friday.

BOWLING GREEN
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TheBGSU
Board of
Student
Publications

X

is now accepting
applications for:

"Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

J
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Despite having to keep an
eye to the sky at times, the
Falcon netters swept the University of Cincinnati and
Wright State this weekend In
Cincinnati.
With a tornado watch in
effect Friday, BG smashed
Wright State, 8-1, and topped
the previously undefeated
Bearcats, 6-3, Saturday.
"It was very windy down
there (in Cincinnati)" BG
coach Bob GUI said. "We were
better than both teams, but
something like wind can be a
very good equalizer."
In the first match against
the Raiders, the Falcons shutout Wright State in singles
action. Senior Jim Demos got
BG started in fine fashion with
a H, 6-2 win over Todd Armstrong at first singles.
At second singles, senior
Steve Beier downed Dave
Schiitz, by indentlcal 6-4
scores. Junior Mark Tinnemeyer easily beat Bob Utermohln 6-0,6-2, at third singles.
BG's Rick Boysen came
back after losing the first set,
1-6 to Whiatt Baumgardner
and won the next two sets, 6-3,
63 at fourth singles. Fifth
singles player Mike Cansfield
had little trouble in disposing
WSlTs Wade Rupper, 64, 7-5.
The Falcons' Ken Bruce beat
John Robinson, 6-3,6-3.
THE ONLY set that was lost
by BG was in first doubles
where Demos and Beier were
beaten by Armstrong and
Schiitz, 9-7, in pro sets.
"I was happy with this win
because it came in workman

like fashion," Gill said. "We
were all business and put the
match out of reach before it
rained."
UC proved to be a tougher
match for the Falcons, but BG
jumped out to a quick 34 lead
by winning all the doubles
matches to put pressure on the
8-1 Bobcats.
"I was both pleased and
concerned asainst Cincinnati," Gill said. "I was
pleased that we swept the doubles, but I was concerned that
we struggled a bit in singles."
At first doubles, Demos and
Beier dwned Rob Ziegler and
Tim Schmldtsen, 64, 4-6, 6-3,
to get the ball rolling for the
Falcons. The second doubles
duo of Boysen and Cansfield
easily dropped UC's Gn
Ganzer and Dan Skuce, 6-2,
4.
"Rick and Mike look like
they are getting back on
track," Gill said. "They were
struggling earlier in the season™
BG's Tinnemeyer and Bruce
fought back after losing the
first set to win 3-6,6-3,6-lover
Jamie Tressler and Rick Conneman in third doubles action.
Cansfield won the big match
for the Falcons in fifth singles
by getting the point that put
the match out of reach. Cansfield beat Skuce 63,7-6.
' 'Mike is a power player and
he really had to battle the
wind," Gill said. "But he hung
in ther and got the win that we
needed."
BEIER WON his eighth
straight second singles match
by beating Tressler, 63,6-2.
• See Tennis page 9

MARKETING/MANAGEMENT
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• Summer Editor,
BG News
• Editor, Miscellany
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, Gavel
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, Obsidian
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, The KEY
1985-86 academic year
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by Ron Frit*
•port! reporter

National Company has several summer
openings in northeast, northwest, and central Ohio. Field oriented marketing and
management of other college students. Salary, bonuses and expenses for the right
person. Must work all summer, auto necessary. Please send work history, major
area of study, and city you plan to five in tor
the summer to:
HYCITECORP.
ATTN. MS. RONSHAUGEN
1380 DUBLINRD 014
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

*
*
*
*
*

Applications available: 106
University Hall
1
DEADLINE: Wednesday, S p.m. April 17 y£

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month+electric

DONNIE IRIS

cure

A

torage

AND THE CRUISERS

874-9309

with special guest

We Provide You With...

GRIZZLY

•A Varlaty ol Sim
•Comanlanl Hour*
• Easy Acc.it

Friday, April 12, 8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Union
Students - $5.00

• Sacurtty

For Your Personal Needs..
• HouaahoMgooda
• Racroatlonal

Student tickets on sale at Union Ticket Booth 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Only two j
tickets per valid BGSU I.D. Tickets also on sale at Finders, The Greeting Exchange, j
The Shed, Boogie Records, Abbey Road Records and Gibbey's Bar for '7.50.

• Clothing
• Furniture

and

L

WIOT

Food, beverages, smoking, cameras and recording devices are not permitted in the Grind BaEroom
t.aaa.a.»aaaaa...aa

a.a.a.aa.

aaaaaa*.
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Tigers top
Tribe, 5-4

Rose paces Reds in 4-1 win over Expos
CINCINNATI (AP) - Playermanager Pete Rose resumed his
chase of Ty Cobb's all-time hit
mark yesterday, driving in
three runs with a double and a
single to lead the Cincinnati
Reds to a snowy 4-1 National
League opening day victory
over the Montreal Expos.
Rote, basking in hometown
adulation in his first opener as
player-manager, warmed the
chilled crowd when he knocked
in the first two runs of the game
with a fifth-inning double. He
added an RBI single in the seventh.
Rose, who returned from Montreal last August, was 2-for-3
with a walk, leaving him 93 hits
away from breaking Cobb's alltime mark of 4,191.

Detroit's Pittaro stars in first
major league game with three hits
DETROIT (AP) - Rookie
Chris Pittaro had three singles, driving in a run to start
Detroit's two-run eighth inning, and Jack Morris and
Willie Hernandez combined on
a six-hitter as the Tigers beat
the Cleveland Indians M on
opening day Monday.
The defending World Series
champion Tigers trailed 4-3 in
the eighth when Larry Herndon singled off Tom Waddell.
Losing pitcher Eamie Camacho, 0-1. came on for the Indiana and walked Chet Lemon.
Pittaro hit his third single of
the game, scoring Herndon
and sending Lemon to third.
Lemon scored the winning run
on a sacrifice fly by Lou Whitaker.
Morris, 1-0 was erratic,
walking six while striking out
six. He gave up four runs on
six hits in the eight innings he
worked. Hernandez, 1964 Cy
Young winner and Most Valuable Player in the American
League, worked a hitless ninth
inning for his first save.

The Indians trailed 3-1 when
Julio Franco started a threerun sixth with an infield single. Franco went to third on a
single by Joe Carter and
scored on Pat Tabler's double
into the left-field corner.
Carter scored on a sacrifice
fly by Brook Jacoby to tie it 33. Tabler went to third on a
wild pitch by Morris and
scored the go-ahead run on a
single by George Vukovich.
The Indians got to Morris
for a run in the first when
Franco doubled and scored on
Mel Hall's single.
The Tigers, who won their
first nine games en route to a
35-6 start Li 1904, tied it 1-1 in
the fourth on a run-scoring
single by Darrell Evans and
they pulled ahead 3-1 in the
fifth on Lance Parrish's tworun single up the middle.
Bert Blyleven, who was 19-7
in 1904, worked the first 4 W
innings for Cleveland, giving
up six hits and three runs, two
earned.
The game attracted 51,180
spectators.

Ward honored
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"Steve has really been playing
well," Gill said. "His win was an
important one because if Mike
(Cansfield) would have lost it
was his win that would have
decided the match."
Doug Miller sot the Falcons
other win at sixth singles with a
0-4,0-2 decision over John Keat-

KANSAS CITY (AP) - Willie
Wilson drilled a two-run double
off losing pitcher Dave Stieb in
the seventh inning Monday to
boost the Kansas (Sty Royals to
a 2-1 victory over the Toronto
Blue Jays in the season opener
for both teams.

everybody to play well at the
same time. Now, different players are carrying us in our
matches."
BG is now 8-3 for the year
beading into Mid-American Conference action next weekend
against Eastern and Western
Michigan.

Animal Sez:

Chapman Hall
has SPIRIT!

I was pleased with the wins,"
Gill said. "We have to get some
consistency, though, we need

SIP, TASTE, TIZZLE, NIP,
DRINK, CHUG, SWIG,
HIT, DROWN, GUZZLE
OJ TODAY AND WIN!

After completing the 8 hours you will
be certified in CPR - Cost includes
booklet and supplies. Sign up in GAO
office.
H

Blue Jays lose to Royals

X

April 22 & 24
$15.00 per person
Ohio Suite
6:30-10:30 p.m. both nights

tt

971 tickets for the game, their
first advanced opening sellout
since 1961.
Ueberroth and Mrs. Schott
watched the game from the
stands. Ueberroth sat in a
sweater and sports jacket
through the fifth, declining to
don a Reds warmup jacket offered by the club.

Continued from page 8

CPR WORKSHOP

tt

fifth.
Soto singled with two out off
Rogers, 6-15 last year, and took
third on Eric Davis' double.
Rose then lined a 2-1 pitch to the
opposite field for a 2-0 lead, and
Dave Parker followed with an
RBI single.
Soto, 18-7 last year, lost his
shutout in the seventh when Hubie Brooks hit a triple and
scored on Tim Wallach's
groundout. Soto scattered four
nits over seven innings, striking
out five, before yielding to Carl
Willis, who picked up a save.
Davis drew a seventh-inning
walk from rookie Tim Burke,
stole second and third, and
scored on Rose's single to right.
The Reds sold a Riverfront
Stadium opening-day record 52.-

Tennis

ECOME CERTIFIED IN CPR!!

CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland Force forward Peter Ward
is the Major Indoor Soccer
League's offensive player of the
week, the team said yesterday.
Ward scored two hat-tricks in
games against the Chicago Sting
on March 30 and last Saturday.
He also had two assists last
Friday in the Force's loss to the
Baltimore Blast. Ward scored
eight goals last week.
The team said yesterday that
defender Mike Sweeney will
miss the final two games of the
regular season to play with the
Canadian National team in
World Cup qualifying competition.

The game started in windy, 39degree weather and twice fell
victim to typically fickle spring
skies that alternated among sunshine, rain and snow.
A sudden, intense snowstorm
covered the artificial surface
and forced a 21-minute delay in
the top of the fifth. The storm
sent the crowd, including Reds
owner Marge Schott and baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth, scurrying for cover.
Another brief, thick snowfall
delayed the game 40 minutes in
the top of the sixth.
MARK) SOTO. startine his
fourth consecutive opener for
Cincinnati, and Montreal's
Steve Rogers, making his ninth
opening-day start in 10 years,
traded shutout innings until the

U
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WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

Look for details at your favorite
Dining Hall today!

a*M*

Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?
• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site, full-time maintenance
• Laundry facilites

GETOffTOA
GREAT START

* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES *

An event you won't want to
miss. At put of this campus
community, your participating Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special values
available on Ford's IS8S

CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US
LOCATIONS AT: Summit St.. Palmar Aim. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
Weekday 9-5. Saturday 10-3 and evening* by appointment

:

i
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*

*
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*

model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISTED
BELOW!

CDSPONSOR

»

'

UNIVERSITY
ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION

TUESDAY
APRIL 13RD
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Bill may be invalid

Conservator faces lawsuit
COLUMBUS (AP) - Attorneys
for the Ohio Deposit Guarantee
Fund filed a lawsuit yesterday
seeking to rid the fund of its
state-appointed conservator.
The state named a conservator to oversee and distribute
money from the fund after
Home State Savings Bank failed
a month ago and triggered runs
by depositors on some other
savings and loan firms that also
were insured by ODGF.
The lawsuit asks that Senate
Bill 113, which created a backup
insurance fund after runs on
Home State drained the ODGF
of $45 million, be declared unconstitutional and invalid as applied to ODGF.
The ODGF objected to part of
the legislation that empowered

the superintendent of the Division of Savings and Loan Associations to appoint a conservator
to take control of the fund's
business and assets without allowing ODGF to contest the action in court,
Defendants in the lawsuit inelude the conservator, Douglas
Westervelt, deputy superintendent of the state commerce department's division of savings
and loans; Thomas Batties, former S&L division superintendent; Robert McAlister, S&L
superintendent; Kenneth Cox,
director of the Commerce Department; and Gov. Richard
Celeste,
THE LAWSUIT, filed in
Franklin County Common Pleas

Court, charges that the appointment of Westervelt damaged the
fund and deprived it of its rights,
privileges and immunities under
the law. It seeks an order barring defendants from enforcing
against ODGF any power conferred on them by the legislation
and charges that publicity surrounding the creation of the new
private insurance fund weakened confidence in some S&Ls
insured by ODGF.
It questions propriety of the
appointment of Westervelt, contending that at the time an "irreconcilable conflict existed and
still exists" between and among
the interests of the conservator
of Home State, Arlo Smith. Conservators for Home State and
the ODGF were appointed by the

division of savings and loans.
The ODGF said passage of the
legislation and appointment of
Westervelt were steps in a plan
to:
• Take over and use the
ODGF's assets in assisting
Home State without compensation and to the detriment of
ODGF members.
• Disable ODGF in pursuing
for the benefit of its members,
legal claims against Home
State, the thrift's insiders and
others.
The ODGF, which has about
$87 million remaining in fund
assets, received notice March 21
that it had been put under control of a conservator by the
savings and loans division.

CIAW president
discusses Japan
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP) - If trade tables were reversed,
the U.S. government would behave the same way the Japanese
Sovernment in protecting its automobile Industry, United Auto
farters President Owen Bieber said yesterday.
Bieber, addressing the Economic Club of Grand Rapids, told a
news conference the Japanese are not solely responsible for the
huge U.S-Japan trade imbalance.
I don't blame the Japanese," the union leader said. "I blame
our own government. We're no longer exporting goods, we're
exporting Jobs."
Last month, President Reagan refused to ask Japan to renew
quotas on cars it sells in the United States. The Japanese
government, in turn, said it would allow the nation's automakers to increase exports to the United States by 25 percent to 2.3
million cars annually.
"I think if the situations were turned around, we would do the
same things," Bieber said, adding that he did not expect Japan
to throw open its markets to U.S. goods in the wake of the trade
restraint expiration.
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Ohio Student Education
Association Congratulates
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Its *86-'BB Officers:
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President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Publicity Chair
Publicity Co-Chair
President Elect

Union Carbide sued

*

Franki Agresta
Mary Raesky
Jenny Horn
Marie Neff
Amy Stover *
Jill Novosel J
Jackie Kramer 1

LIQUEUR MAKING WORKSHOP
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Tuesday April 16, 1985
Starts at 9:00 p.m. in Ohio Suite
$5.00 per person-sign up in UAO

Ottice(3rd floor Union)
All supplies will be provided
Must be 21 yrs. old

m

NEW YORK (API - The government of India filed suit yesterday against the Union
Carbide Corp. seeking unspecified damages for the December
chemical leak which killed more
than 2,000 people and injured
tens of thousands of others in the
city of Bbopal.
The suit in U.S. District Court
in Manhattan said that "because
of the enormity of the Bhopal
disaster, plaintiff is not currently able" to specify a dollar
amount on the damages. A number of American lawyers, how-

NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT
FEATURE OF THE WEEK:

University Theatre
Presents

850 Scott Hamilton
* Very Large 2 Bedroom
Apartments
* New Living Room Furniture
* Very Close to Campus
* Free Water and Sewer

PHOTO
CONTEST

328 S. Main

Winning photos will be published in the
1985-86 UAO Day-By-Day calendar. All
entries must be black and white and turned
in to the UAO office by Friday, April 12 at
5:00 p.m. No limit to the number of entries.
For contest rules and information contact
UAO, 3rd floor Union, 372-2343.

LOOK!

You'll Find Everything
Looks Better Through
Correct Prescription Lenses

SINGLE
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LENS&
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BIFOCAL
LENS&
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Standard clear glass
I us -400 to -200 cyl.
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EYES EXAMINED BY
Dr. S. Shiff, O.D.

Burlington Optical
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352-5620

seeking an estimated $15 billion
in damages for Bhopal victims.
THE SUIT ASKS the U.S.
court to award punitive damages "in an amount sufficient to
deter Union Carbide or any
other multinational corporation
from the willful, malicious and
wanton disregard of the rights
and safety of the citizens of
those countries in which they do
business."
The suit charges Union Carbide with designing the plant
negligently ana with misrepresenting the safety of the facility.
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April 11-13
17-20
Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Students »3.00
Adults »5.00
CALL 372-2719
FOR RESERVATIONS
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Alliance calls for more action in Africa
year, saying it could lead to bloodshed.
Both gatherings came during a
weekend of violence in six black townships in eastern Cape Province. Police
used tear gas Saturday to disperse
thousands of mourners at a funeral in
Port Elizabeth's Zwide township for
four blacks killed in riots.
Botha waa the guest at the annual
Easter assembly of the conservative
blacks' Zion Christian Church held on
a hillside near Moria in northern
Transvaal Province. He applauded the

MORIA, South Africa (AP) - President P.W. Botha told an Easter assembly of some 2 million black churchgoers that blacks and whites must
stand together against "messengers of
terror."
The country's largest alliance opposed to white-minority rule vowed
more mass actions. Leaders of the
United Democratic Front, at a conference Sunday in Azaadville, specifically
called for a New Zealand rugby team
to cancel its planned tour later this

church's stand for law and order and
called on all blacks and whites to
"come together and talk to each other
at we are doing now."

CHURCH FOLLOWERS came to
Moria in more than 1.000 buses, in
private cars and on foot to attend the
78th anniversary of the founding of the
church. Leaders called it the largest
Easter gathering in Africa. Crowd
estimates came from both Journalists
and church officials.

Sanctuary proposed
Cambridge may be refuge for illegal immigrants
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) About 5,000 Latin Americans
who claim to have fled political
persecution in their native countries have been quietly welcomed into this university city.
and yesterday the City Council
was expected to vote on whether
to make the welcome a matter of
public policy.
The council is due to vote on a
proposal to declare Cambridge a
sanctuary for illegal immigrants from Guatemala, El Salvador and Haiti.
"The purpose, fundamentally,
is to have the city not participate
in harassing undocumented
aliens who are here for political
reasons," said Alice Wolf, a city
councilor who sponsored the
sanctuary resolution. "I believe
we have an obligation to shelter
people who are being persecuted
in other countries."
The proposed resolution states
that agencies and employees
of
the dty of Cambridge, r1o the
extent legally possible, will not
assist in federal investigations
involving alleged violations of
immigration law.
IN ADDITION, it says the dty
will not use lack of U.S. citizenship as grounds for withholding any services from
Cambridge residents. Refugees
may be refusing medical treatment or keeping their children
from school out of fear of being
deported, Wolf said.
In the past few years, about
200 churches and synagogues
nationwide, including the Old
Cambridge Baptist Church here,
have declared themselves sanc-

tuaries and opened their doors to
Central American refugees.
In February, city councilors in
Berkeley, Calif., declared that
dty a sanctuary.
Those involved in the sanctuary movement contend the
Reagan administration is violating the Refugee Ad of I960 by
deporting illegal aliens from
Haiti and Central America, and
that those who are deported face
further persecution, torture and
death. The federal ad extends
legal asylum to those fleeing
political persecution or "wellfounded fear of persecution."
THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION has refused to provide special status to the Central
American refugees,
that most came to United I

for economic reasons.
In December, the Immigration and Naturalization Service
opened a detention center in
Boston's North End.
Anne Shumway, a member of
Refugee Alert, an organization
that raises bail for refugees,
said the action represented a
stepping up of the government's
campaign to root out aliens.
In Cambridge, a dty of 96,000
that is home to Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an
estimated 3,000 Central Americans and at least 2,000 Haitians
are living in fear of deportation,
said Jeb Brugmann, director of
the Cambridge Commission on
Nuclear Disarmament and
Peace Education.

REDDIN LAW SCHOLARSHIP

is available
for a rising senior (May, 1986 graduate) specifically
intending to enter the legal profession. The award is a
$1,500 stipend. Selection will be judged on scholastic
achievement, extra-curricular activity, and ability.
Application forms may be obtained from the following offices: History, English, Legal Studies, Arts and
Sciences, Political Science, and Criminal Justice.
Completed applications must be submitted to the
Department of Legal Studies by Monday, April IS,
1985.
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CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS

The fundamentalist Zion Christian
Church, beaded by Bishop Barnabas
Lekgenyane. shuns the political activism for black rights followed by most
of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and
other English-speaking churches.
At the United Democratic Front
conference, leaders said their supporters would''go into the streets time and
again" to oppose apartheid. It was the
multiracial front's first national conference since its founding in August
1863 as a coalition of community

groups and trade unions. About 310
delegates plotted strategy and elected
a new executive committee.
Patrick Lekota, a spokesman for the
coalition, told reporters the front
would mobilize its NO affiliate organizations, with more than 2 million members, to oppose the planned New
Zealand rugby tour.
New Zealand Prime Minister David
Lange, in Zambia on an African visit,
said he was trying to persuade rugby
offl/HaU to cancel the tour.

Mondale comments on defeat
WASHINGTON (AP) - Walter Mondale, looking back on
his landslide defeat in the 1964
presidential election, said
Sunday he "fundamentally
mishandled my case to the
American people" by failing
to emphasize the positive side
of his message.
"They beard opportunity
from the other side, they
didn't hear it from me," the
former Democratic presidential nominee said in an

mr

interview on NBC's "Meet the
Press."
It was Mondale's first appearance in an national forum
since the November election
in which President Reagan
carried 49 states for one of the
most lopsided re-election victories fa American history.
Mondale carried only his
home state of Minnesota and
the Distrirt of Columbia.
IN ANOTHER INTERVIEW, appearing yesterday's

editions of The Washington
Post, Mondale expressed resentment toward the Rev.
Jesse Jackson for failing to
recognize the depth of his own
commitment to civil rights.
Mondale added, "I tried to
treat the first black candidate
for president of the United
States with dignity and to accept the seriousness of that
candidacy, and I believe that
was right. I don't believe that
Jesse treated me in an equivalent way."

April lO-13-i

Jazz Week VI
Schedule of Events

WEDNESDAY ■ APRIL 10
Guitar Ensemble
6:30 pm - Bryan Hall

SATURDAY - APRIL 13
High School Jazz Festival
10 am - 4 pm - Kobacker Hall
CUnic with J.C. Heard 4 pm - Kobacker
J.C. HEARD BAND
8 pm - Kobacker Hall
rickets - $4,6.8,10 call - 372-0171
Monday Lab Band will perform
prior to the J.C. HEARD BAND at
7 pm - ticket required to enter

THURSDAY APRIL 11
Jazz Combos
8 pm • Bryan Hall
FRIDAY -APRIL 18
Tuesday Lab Band
2:30 pm - Kobacker Hall
Faculty Jazz Quartet
8 pm • Bryan Hall

Admission charged for J.C HEARD BAND
Other Jin Week VI events are free and open to pubsk

ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS
• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260
John Newlove, Real Estate

PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)
OFFICE HOURS: 10-3 p.m. - OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
$145.00 per person per month
(4 person apt. occupancy)

rttf*

T&W
°*S8e*

°°srj

* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING
*
*
*
*

FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, 11/2 BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING
* OVERSIZED CLOSETS
COME SEE US

GET Off TOA
GREAT START

An event you won't want to
miss. As put of this campus
community, your participating Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special values
available on Ford's 1985

CO-SPONSOR

UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISTED
BELOW!

OR6AMIZATIOM

TUESDAY
APRIL 11RD
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U.S. officials hope to meet with Gorbachev
MOSCOW (AP) - U.S. House Speaker Thomas
O'Neill and 12 other members of Congress arrived
in Moscow on Sunday on a visit U.S. and Soviet
officials say provides for a possible meeting with
new Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

In a brief statement to his Soviet greeters at the
airport, O'Neill, D-Mass., said & bipartisan
delegation comes with a desire for peace.
"We hope we find the new leadership in the
Soviet Union also shares our goal," O'Neill said.

Ohio couple killed Instantly In airplane crash
ACME, Pa. (AP) - An Ohio couple was killed
when their small airplane crashed in dense fog in
the Laurel Highlands Sunday, authorities said.
Timothy Allen Reed, 27, and his wife. Allyson
Elayne Shaak-Reed, 25, died instantly when their

single-engine plane crashed at 5:13 p.m. in an
open Held in Bullskin Township, Fayette County,
said Deputy Coroner Dolly Holly.
The plane "just went down - nose first," said
Col. Charles Cramer of the Civil Air Patrol.

Classifieds—
Aprl 9. 1885

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ATTN STUDENTS STILL LOOKING FOB SUM
MER WORK H you would axe to team how to
run ■ bualnMS, gem experience that IBM.
XEROX. PG etc are looking tor. earn coesoe
croon and make $4322 that summer there we*
De aitervwws Tuea 1 Wed at 1 00 and 4 00 In
Rm. 61 ol the Falcon Plaza or 7 00 Tuea . Rm
206 Hayea or Wed at 7 00 Rm 302 Hannah
Pleaea be on erne'
CANS' CANS' AND MORE CANS! THE
BGAMA IS SPONSORING AN ALUMINUM CAN
RECYCLING DRIVE APRIL 8 28 GRAND
PRIZE $100. RUNNER UP $50 - SEE YOUR
RA FOR DETAILS DOUBLE YOUR PRIZE IN
PIZZA 2-FOR-1 AT MARK'S PIZZA
Cash tor Cane Bring your aluminum cane to the
Student Services Forum 10 30-3 30 Wednesday. Apr! 10 Just 3 more days of recyceng
Ml. ao lum in your cane and receive 16* par
pound Sponsored by Environmental Interest
Group
.
__^__
DON'T MISS THE AFRICAN DINNER 85
APRIL 13. 1985
S-30--N E COMMONS
Environmental Interest Group w* meet tonight
in 208 Hayea at 7 30 p m Everyone welcome'
Countdown to EARTHQAY 14 days
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday Apr! 12
Tontogany Legion Hal
Registration-7 30
FASHION SHOW AMcan Clothes
Apr! 12. 1985
5 30 AM AM
FREE
FILM THE PEACEMAKER
RM220MSC BLG. APRIL 11. 1985. 7 30
FREE
MAYNARD. FERUGUSON 1 ORCHESTRA IN
CONCERT
Central Junior High School Auditorium. FUdery
Wed.. Apnl 10. 8pm
Ticketa $8. amiable at the door
MEET AMBASSADOR T BGAVOGUI
OF GLSNEA AT THE AFRICAN DINNER
APRIL 13. 1985
5 30 P M N E COMMONS
WANT TO DEVELOP A HEALTHIER. MORE
BALANCED LIFESTYLE? START WITH A
FREE LIFESTYLE ASSESSMENT BY THE
STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER. AVAILABLE
WEDNESDAY APSH 10 IN THE STUDENT
WELLNESS CENTER. 11:00 TO 4:00 OR
THURSDAY APRIL 11 IN PROUT HALL MAIN
LOAmOE. 11:00 to 4:00
Whet would your Door do with $100?" Start
cosseting cans on Monday. April 8
Bowing Green Stale University's Student
Chapter ot the Society lor Technical ComrnunlcaHon a hosting Us annual spring conferences on Saturday. Aprl 13. Patrick Keeley ol
Jackson Dawson Convnunicattons from Deerbom. Michigan and Steve Hanson of Packo.
Uitchel Hanson, a Comer from Toledo. Oreo
•a conduct workshope baaed on the conference's theme. Creativity The Mamage ol Tew
and Graphics ' Prices are $13 00 and $15 00
lor students and $20 00 and $22 00 lor
professionals For further information, contact
Kim Van Wen al {419| 372-2578
You can still go to Montana. Alabama. New
Meilco. New Yort and 40 other college,
through the NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE! 48 schools are still accepting
BGSU students without charging out-ot-state
lees and allowing you to take cleaaee thai
will traniler back to BGSU Contact 1724)201
or SSI Adaslnlalialioai far ImvHsaallon sodayt

LOST It FOUND
LOST One black wa
Contact 3725993
Large Reward

Sniping responsible for Easter deaths In Beirut
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) -Two people were
killed and 10 were wounded, including three at an
Easter Sunday service, in fighting around Beirut
and the southern port of Sidon.
Both deaths were caused by sniping into Christian east Beirut, which residents said was touched

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) -An attorney for
Claus von Bulow says the Danish-born socialite
was expected to be in court yesterday as Jury
selection was to begin for his retrial on charges he
twice tried to kill his heiress wife.
Von Bulow, 56, has been the subject of weeks of

LOST Women's antique goad watch Lost on
way to MaavSdance BUg from Dunoar Sent!
menial value Reward! II tound. please cal
Keren 372-3235

MA GIVE BLOOD USA
WIN MALL COaSfLliriONII
HON. APRIL »-FPj. APPAL 12
CALL f OR APTT.

■MAN erSNLEY
ConarstutsllonB. Blnny, on being chosen as
Alpha XI Bella Swaathtartl We love youl

LOST: pea- o< reeding glasses, left lens Hack.
rtgM tone thin. Brown Iremea. Please call
Mercy H toend $72-2101.

CAROL satOLKO: Congratulations on getting
the greet Job wHh Marathon! Yew Alpha
Dana PI slelera are aery proud ol youl Alpha
Perl aaiaara are NuraOer III

MA OIVE BLOOO RSA
WIN MALL COUPETITIONII
HON. APTBL a-FPJ. APAIl 12
CAUFOWAPfT.

SERVICES OFFERED

• FOOTS TYPHQ •
$l.pege (da) On-campus pick up (M-F)

4 00pm 889 2579
TUCKER TYPteS
Professions! equipment tor you neade. Cal
Nancy 352-0809
TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
538-3701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C PA REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOARDS-SNCLEX•
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N Mam St BG
Conridentlol/personal care
Spaces' Rates 8GSU students
Convenient Appointments

354-3540

Al your typing needs
Prompt and protsssonsl
352 4017 Clara
EXPERIENCED TYPING AVAILABLE Prompt.
professional, and reasonable Term papers.
tetters, resumes, etc 352-2492 alters

Abortion, pregnancy teats
student rataa
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

419-255-7769

TYPING SERVICES
15 yrs. experience term papers, letters.
resumes 1-666-2240 naeeonabaa rates
Pregnancy Problem?
Free teals » Neb
HeartBeal of Toledo
12419131

PERSONALS
AFRICAN DINNER
AFRICAN

WEEKSS
Apnl 8-13. 1985
Apply to be a member ol the 1985-HH
Intramural Advisory Board Applications may
be obtained Irom the Intramural office In
Room 108 SRC. OeedUne lor appUcauona la
Friday April 12th.
A spec* thanks to Oersee Leveee for al her
work on the successful Alpha XI Delta Spring
Formal You did a great |ob
Ursa Sale Weekend
Domes Ma
Friday, Apr! 12
mtheBesroom
UAO
BrCmNIS BIA CONGO
OF DETROIT. Ml AT
AFRICAN DINNER

Check out our S5-S9 95 Reck
300 items to choose from
Jeane N TnJnga 531 Ridge
Congratulations to Mar*. M*ola|ewSKI on
bang selected Sigma Nu Man ot the Year
and JoAnrva Wright being chosen tor Sweathaart ol the Year.
EXOTIC FOOD
KEYNOTE ADDRESS ENTERTAINMENT AT
THE AFRICAN DINNER
Gat ready to
GET LIT
FOR GREEK WEEK '85
GLEM8Y SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Aprl Special $30 00 Perm Specs.
mcajdse haircut 362-5615
Interested in paring a sorority that taf? Coma
"Oat the Scoop* on Rush'' and regeHor to
participate In the 1985 Fal Rush Program
IrMormanon I a side show wil be preeenled
Tuea Aprl 16 (7 30 pm| Community Suite, a
Wads , Aprl 1719:30 pm) N E Commons Any
questions pel Law 2-3307 or 2-2534

MA OIVE ILOOO MA
WIN HAU COafarrmONII
HON. APM *FPJ. APM. 12

CAU FPU AjapT.
MA LITTLE laM WEEKEND MA
AMW. 12-141
SAM I'S HAPPY HOUM- 4 TO torn
IF YOU AM 21. WE WILL K HAFfY

TO SESVE YOUI
SOFkDFOTY HOUSEMAN WANTED FOB FALL
AND SPUING 85 8B SCHOOL YEAR CALL
372-3307 FUN WORK AND FUN OWLS
The ChaOe want you to get some
SUNSHINE
by running In our annual mini-marathon
on Aprl 13. register IN UNION OR BA
To Lisa sad bar redhead Sag Ep:
ConoratuWIonal II finally happenedl We
anew 11 el along! Love, Plgletl, Noodle.
Cebbege Fetch, BAB, HarMa. and Tippy
f*. - wises, are yea pnlng sa sad us?
IJNfVERSITY HOSTS AND HOSTESSES: A
group of BG students wtio promote strong baa
between the urvvereHy, vsvtora and akannl.
Pic* up an appscason m 409 Student Sarvicea
through Wednesday. Aprl 17

as It True You Can Buy Jeepa lor S44
through the US government? Get the
tocts today! Cal 1-312-742-1142
Ext. 1794
JELLO JAMSOME
JELLO JAMBOREE
JeUOMtaSORSt

University Hosts and Hostesses -Become a
member ol a group winch a) highly vssaHa
among a variety ol "pubacs" from peers to
University sdminiatratora Appscahona aveesbie
through Apr! 1 7 In 406 Student Sarvicea PICK
up an arjpecabon now and become Involvetl1

John A Tony, An ode lor Formal Purple hose
made ua We So on to Bwgsintel' We cad our
shots > went table dancing S then beck to bed
dance watt Gate The Mater* Gal Suzanne
helped Eva cal Be" luckily before Tony took a
long winters bathroom nap. (Thanks tor the use
ol your facaWes 246I The surviving couple >
the dateless wonder (Tony never roae) want
fork Bftmg to remove oyster hunger Don't
forget the lackey derby' Aa more date crashed
survivors regrouped, cartoons, hangovers $
Stoeptaaung Russians then multi-talented Tony
drove ua home Love. Suzanne ft Gina
PS. J B . are you buey next year?

Qeorge

Kana Ryan,
LOOK here at your vary own personal. I told
you that you'd gat one. We've bean through a
lot together - good times and bad But now we
have otvyonegoalaiHe-toDe total waste
cases Do it up right on your 19X birthday, and
think about ma what you go bar-hopping lor the
next five montha
Love in friendship always,
Jennifer
NANCY - HAPPY 21st! THIS YEAR HAS
BEEN GREAT FUN! WILL YOU SURVIVE THE
NIGHT? WE WILL SOON SEEt
LOVE ft SMILES - SARAH
Need something lor your
Ktleslb
to do?
Donnas He -Aprl 12
UAO
Patrice. 0. Murphy la back on Ms bake and Is
ones again headed toward Bowling Green.
He has bean seen travailing al dangaroue
apeeda and sporting a new Eacort reder
detectorPOLOS - 25% OFF
Jeans N Things
531 Fudge
Unas Sax weekend
DOnmSM
Friday, Apr! 12
In the Balroom
UAO

ZBT Brother ol the Month — Randy "EyabaT
FALCON CUPPER Haircuts $8-7. haastylee
SS-g Cal lor an spot lodayl 352 8200
THE BALLOONMAN
i Sareetheerl Special 111
DssNered In Costume iil*M\
NEED HELP IN CS 100 OR MS 200? I Can
help - very reaeonaWel Call Oa,. at 3521120.
SI. 19 Breakfast
Bacon or Sausage, 2 Egga.toeet.coffee
Mon-Frt 9am-1pm wHh thai ad
Fjrplree May 3. 19SS
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Wooeler

WANTED
F rmte own room A bath, free utBties (eacept
elect a phone) Laundry, a/c. pool Start May
15 Cal Juss or Jodse 353-0885
FEM ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR SUMMER
TERM TO SHARE APT NEAR CORNER OF
MANVTLLE A CLOUQH CALL 372-5218.

3 terneto roommates to aubaaaaa house tor
summer Completery tumwhed ExceasM loceten on Enlarptlee and Wooeler 354-6470.
Roommate needed tor SprtngySummer
Apt. Corner ol S Cceege A Napoleon
near drkia-lhru. Paiasonable, Cat Don
or Damon 354 8141
Needed Two lemale roommates lor 85-88
school year Fumejned apartment dose to
cernpua For more Into, cal Ana at 354-8114
HELP! OUR 4th IS COMMUTMQ. F ROOM
MATE NEEDED FOR 85-88 SCHOOL YEAR.
VILLAGE GREEN ARTS. 2 BEDROOM. FURN.
POOL. A(C, DISHWASHER, > LOTS OF EXTRAS VERY REASONABLE CALL NATALIE

354-1932.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Port on the
Adriatic
Sign
Frond
Hot, to cold

5 Long look

fdiifd by Tnidr Mirt.fl Jiffr
55 Armstrong
6 Pulls
4C WMM
dressing
7 Gold, along the
56 Converge
57 Appoint
43 Lowest throw
Ebro
8 Less colorful
58 Deride
at dice Var
45 Certain polygon 59 Organic
9 Sorcerers'
compound
47 Author Ayn
spells
10 Chill
51 Memorize
60 One-liner
61 Comedian
11 "
and
53 Oh, dearf
Lovers''
Louis
54 La Douce
Lawrence
12 Purpose
15 Shawls, in India
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
18 Small lumper
lULIll HUM III UI.V.1I.I
20 Very, musically
speaking
LH.IHM HI II II III IJUl'JU
24 Worship
lillMlllJI'lU.eUII ULaliia
25 Burdened
UUtliiU
Hails IJt4l.lt.
26 Andean beast
IIIJIIH IIMLIMU
26 Something to
HHllHHllUIJ
'tUliUlslJ
nave m the
lal'JI.I 111.11141 I MI'llJIIH
hand
HUM
IIU.JMH
lillli
29 Wrapping
UI.IMMM HIIHilli HUH
materiel
HUIILHIM HIIHIIU, Mill
31 Devout
32 Mock
UI.IM It.l HH'.il!
33 Derogatory
LII'JUI.I lillll
U1IUIIU
35 Furnish crllical MIJI.IM II iMinilJl'llill.lll
comment
Hl'lHH HMIIHI.I III II III
36 Pleasant
111.11111 III.IMllli IJMUll

HELP WANTED
ATTN: STUDENTS LOOKING FOR SUMMER
WORK Was your spring break uneventful at
landing that summer fob you ware looking for?
Have you bean aaaaiatari by high ajMon increases? It you ess need summer work A vrould
exe the opportunity to earn $3500 S4500 that
summer, gain experience A cceege credn. and
work outside of Ohio, sand • eelt-eddresssd
stamped envelope to PO Box 222. BO, OH
43402 tor an Interview.

pretrial hearings.
Superior Court Judge Corinne Grande was expected to dispense with a formal arraignment,
' ! to tell potential jurors that von Bulow has
' innocent to the two 1981 charges of at; to murder Martha "Sunny" von Bulow.

NEED MONEY-TUITION TOO HIGH
Have you baan eaiaistirl by lagh tuition incraaaaa? You may be interested In a lob to
make $4300 thai summer There wfl be tnasrvtewa tor summer work Tuee A Wad. al 1 00 A
4.00 in Rm #81 ot the Falcon Plait or 7:00
Tuee Rm 206 Hayea Hal or Wad. at 7:00 In
302 Hannah Hal Plaaae be on Bmel
ATTN: BUSaVESS. FINANCE. ACCT.. MARKETeNG AND MANAGEMENT MAJORS1 II you
would axe to learn how to run a business, gain
experience that IBM. XEROX. PO etc.. are
looking tor. asm coAspa credit and make
$4322 In* summer, there wl be eitsrvlewe
Tuea. A Wad. at 1 00 A 4:00 In Rm 61 of the
Falcon Plaza or 7:00 Tuea In Fan 206 Hayes
Hal or Wad 7:00 Rm 302 Hannah Hal.
Plaaae be on amel
Prograsslva company eeeking ambiaoua mrjvkkjal for summer employment Exceeant experience tor the business minded Individual
pumang a busavass degree. Wl mvoa/e the
coordbvatton ol outings and specfel events.
Minimum of two years ol undergraduate study
and flexible hours a must Sand personal
information or resume to: Oeauga Lake Person
nei Oept, 1060 Aurora Rd, Aurura. OH
44202.

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
par parson per month-unfum -4 person apt.
$134
par parson per month-torn -4 parson apt
Next to Sam B'a Rsst (across Irom llarshmanl
FREE LOCKOUT KEY SERVICE 24 hra 'day
FREE HEAT A CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Ubrary $ Music BUg
Next to reeteurents. book atore. laundry mat,
bank A carryout Cal Tom al 352-1800 eva.
A wkende or 362-4673 Mon.-Prl. In AM.
Dupsax 702 E Wooasst 362-4360
Need Fe 1 Male students to n houses A acts
A ileiili now. Near osmpus Ph 362-7366
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEOROOMS
Across from Harshmsn Oorm
Cal Tom at 362-1600 eve A wkands
or 362-4673 Mon-Frt In AM
Summer Leeaaa Now Ai-aaaMa
Flexta) Weeing, pool, AO., I bedroom. $160
per month: 2 bedroom. S210por month. Cal

354-3633, 12-5.

Summer Employment Oreaklaal cook or del
parson Exp. rec Housing provided Send
raaume to: The General Store. P.O. Box 347.
Keeeye axand. OH 43436

Furnished apt tor Rent 1/2 block Bom campus. Pretssst part ol town. Idee! lor the nonIrscsaonel student University Lane-ecroee
from the WayJrrsl CH 1-599-3461

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MABKETINO, SALES
STUOENTS
HOW WaJ. YOU INVE8T THIS SUMMER?
Wa are an eatabHehed. Toledo baaed distributing company wHh exciting aakse positions
avenable starting Hay 131b through August
11 eL
WE OFFER:
'Opportunity to asm $200-400 par weak
■Base salary, commission, eapeneee
•Exceptional training with pay
•Opportunity to travel
PoeeKiawty to wort ■ home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A daaka far the sslas
experience, dependable oar, be able lo work
full time, have a daalre to need to earn at
least $2,000 this summer.
CALL (41$) $$2-3712 or writs PERMA
CRAFTS
$1$1 Monroe St, Toledo, OH 41821

HOUSE tor summer. 4th and S. Cceege
Microwave, diehwaahar. washer A dryer. A ak.
cond Fas five comfortably $300/paraon. Cel

Man al MM haw woevd you Hut so meet 100
Okie? Than conaMer being a houseboy tor
next echool yeer. CaH Maureen alter S at 372-

$406
SUMMER JOBS AT BGSU
Reeidenco Life a*l be Bang positions tor 24
daak darks and 26 mght guards/darks tor the
1985 Summer Session. Intereeted students
should sign up tor an aitarvlew In the Student
Employment Program Office, 400 Student
Services, by Tuesday. Aprl S.
The Student Employment Program Office w*
begin pooling other summer iocs on Aprl 23.
Jobs posted between April 23 and May 10 wl
begin on May 13. Jobs Hat begin during the
Summer Session wet be posted June 10. 12
and 14.
Pl.au contact the Student Employmenl Progrant Office at 372-2661 » you have any
Liuaeeona.

1 or 2 lam rmts tor '85-88 school year; Univ.
vdaage Cal 2-3889 il intersslsd.

1 FEMALE RMMT NEEDED 85-88 FRAZEE
APTS. S112.60/monlh CALL LURA OR DENSE 353-8926.

ACROSS
1 Gaucnoi
weapons
6 Banana of
billing
9 Vassal
13 Catkin
14 Coino'olde
England
15 Tali.coarsa
grass
16 Gaucho's Una,
17 Irtsh hunting
dog
10 Givas tha (acts
21 Outwits
22 Recent Prefix
23 Makeover
24 Con federate
27 Wgl.unlls
30 Takes on
34 Engine company's mascot
37 Native ol Nepal
38 Harem room
39 Chemistry
Nobel ist 1967
41 French reply
42 Hue new
people
44 Short legged
P«1
46 Captivate
46 Org ol
eduction
49 Family from
Nttdua •
50 Latm abbr
52 Spaonthe
Adour Rive*
54 Med
56 Mixture
60 Pel lor Hamlet7
62 Orwamore
63 Cleric'!
vestment
64 Oeii choice
65 Jazzy bunch''
66 Emotional
outburst
67 Bottom line
66 Show reverence

.sssytvite eMtern •*"miend

Jury selections begin for von Bulow retrial

BIKE AUCTION
Aprl 17, 1085 at the Forum
viewing at 2.30 p m . auction M 330 p.m.
ofcee. towety. and many other name

Reward Lost ladies' gold watch Thuraday 4/4.
Extreme eenhmental value Pilau cal 3725773 anytime

off by shooting colorful tracer bullets into the air
in Christian areas to mark the Easter holiday.
In Sidon, the provincial capital of southern
Lebanon, battles between Christian miHti.™^ ^
the hills overlooking the city and Moslem and

FOR SALE
SAALBOARO PSXDOUCTS: Nona. Spartan,
Freedom RAF sees, others, dweounta HI wind
sale. 178 South Broadtoigh. Coajmbue. Ohio

43209
KING SIZE oak weterbed
Moving SaM
Cal t 598 3481
1976 Poritlac Trane Am
69,000 mass $1,600 00 or beat oner
Cal 2-6420

354-7933 tor Into.
3 4 PERSONS NEEDED FOR SUMMER APT
SECONDS FROM CAMPUS. CHEAPII CALL
AMY, WANNA, LfeOA. 354-7817.
Free Room tor day care (9 month chid) Aval.
now. Cal Kan 364-7093.
Semester losses s sastlll tor efficiency acts
{Fall $265.mo atdudaa TV A Cable Al utK
tuty turn 364-3162 11-4.

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes
Cal 364-2260 or 352-6663
John Newtove Real Eatate
319 E Wooetw

2 bdrma lum Al ut« lum.
ReekJenaal wea dose to Umv
Aval Summer or Fal Ph 353-4862
Summer Apia 1-3 bdrm: 1-2 bdrm. and 1-1
bdrm Phone 353-Q342
Houses A Apes for 1965-86 echool yew
Smkh-Boggs Rsnask 362-9457 btwn 124pm ot 352-8917 efter 6 00pm.
Two-peraon nice apt. areashla
tor Summer 352-9261.
Whits house across Irom Otlenhauer. 2 bdrm
apt. lor 3 or 4. Avaaabss Summer A Fal. yrs
asese $375/mo ptua utamss. deposit Daytime
352-7506-ext 49 Alter 6 30. 362-3406
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Cloee to cempue
Cal 362-7464
1 bedroom apt
6 blocks Irom campua* 12 mo. toeee
Cal 3527464
2 bedroom apartments
Cei 362-7454
Summer Rentals St special rates tor HOUSES
ROOMS - APTS Phone 362-7366
atiyllma.
2 bdrm apis tor 3 or 4 students. 2 aamaalar ■
KdMduei laasss Near csmpua Phone 352
7366.
SUMMER APTS
1 bedroom, lumlehed.
Ak cond.. Laundry ledtttiea
Cable TV A water
Paid by owner
$475.00 TOTAL
352-7H2

Suspended Loft Dark Stain Attractive 1 yew
old $150 372-4464
BEER TROUGH FOR SALE
MAKE OFFER 372-5060
OR 372-2986
FOR SALE
Kanmore 3 6 cut* fl rexalgerator. one year ok)
$160 or beat offer Cal Mark 372 1229
For east Platform bad/can convert to bunk wl I
mattrooe Stained wood, ernoal new Beat offer
354 8488

2/3 bdrm V, house. % block from Founders.
Bag tront porch. Very rasa. 12 mo. lease,
avaastle Aug. $440/mo 362-6992.

WaaMd:
Ores mala roomasate tor ISAM echool year. 2
bsdmom. prfvsla mom, ArC, t 112 bath. Free
urn el Cherrywood Haaath Spa. CaM 172-8224

SUMMER HOUSaNG
Avsasbls mmaaeStr, Share duplex aHtl one
other lemale Own bedroom $1S/mo. Cal
Sarah 362-6618 from 4-6 p.m.

BaautHul A-lrama hkte-a-way cottage In 6
wooded ecrea 1 % hra from BG In Irish Has.
Ml Cal 352-9173 after 5 pm

Banpaig rooms aval. Fum A unlum Aval 2nd
eemaalar Neet A casan Cal Newtove Mgmt
362-6620

Fun Buatar tor satr. Micro Eys supreme bns
raw «ew mirror. Used tor 1 months Nag,
$14$ aesancj tor $200. Call Sam or FarS at
352-4)12 or 162-114$

THURST1N APARTMENTS
AJR CONDITIONINQ. FUUY CARPETED, CA
BLEV1SION. EFFICIENCY LAUNDRY FACIUTES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL
461 THURSTH AVE. 362-5436
2 bedroom epta i alatili Daas 362-4360

* APARTMENTS FOR RENT*

2 bedroom epta
12-4 Tuea Set

362-4380,

834 Scott Hamilton

*
*
*
*

2 Bedrooms
Unfurnished
Close to campus
Available for 85-86 school year

ROC KLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm., lum apt.
dsyhwaaher. extra storage.
Comer ol S. Coesge A Sixth
Cal 362-3641 12-4 or 364-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Phone 352-5335

i-.p--H.ii;

..1

1 bdrm lum. apt Second St aval Mid-May
Yaw eases. Cat 362-3446
Two bedroom apsrsTteiils for eummar

362-

2663.
Apis. Summsr, Fal: Summer Rases
3520428 efter 4 00 pm

ipi" ^!5i3f pip

354-3977
325 E. Wooster

OPEN EARLY
OPEN LATE

FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE
* Quick and Inexpensive *
12 exp. *2.79
24 exp. *4.89
36 exp. »7.29

phone

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS Close to Campaa tor Summer 1 $6$ and '$$46 eohesf year.

IHHWI

3 bdrm. house tor rent
Summsr 1966 A Fal
Cloee to cempue
Good Cond Low utsmss
Cal cosset 1-334-4801 efter 6.30
or anyame weekends

